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ABSTRACT
Two experiments investigated the time-course of object knowledge subsystems and how
they might help explain novel object categorization. Experiment 1 compared ERP repetition
effects in a 3 study (same or different exemplars of repeated categories, new category) x 2
typicality (high, low) design during category and recognition decisions. Repetition effects for
same repeated objects but not different exemplars were found on the frontopolar N3, putative
index of form representations. Effects on a posterior N400, thought to reflect amodal semantic
representation, were found only when participants categorized. A centrofrontal N3 did show
generalization, but only for high typicality items when participants were categorizing. Task
differences were not found on the LPC /P600, even when analyses were limited to correct
recognition trials. For Experiment 2, people categorized objects during an indirect memory test
in a 2 repetition (new, old perceptually similar category exemplar) x 2 naming (same or different
subordinate name from study to test) design. Results showed generalization to perceptually
similar category exemplars on the frontopolar N3. Repetition and naming did not interact,
inconsistent with semantic influence on object model selection. Taken together, these
experiments show that distinct subsystems represent different aspects of object knowledge. From
~ 150 - 350 ms, form-specific representations from a PRS were active and indexed by the
frontopolar N3, as was a system that showed greater generalization to different exemplars which
may reflect mapping onto conceptual representations. From 300 -500 ms evidence for two types
of semantic representation, one modality specific (anterior N400) and one amodal (posterior
N400) was found. Representations active after 500 ms may reflect conscious recollection or
evaluation of memory match.
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Cortical dynamics of object categorization and recognition with category exemplars
Extracting meaningful information about the world requires categorizing objects. To do
so, an external percept is matched to some internal representation despite the profound changes
in retinal input between initial and subsequent viewings of the same object. The visual system
can also quickly categorize completely novel items from a known category that, while similar in
shape to known objects, have never been encountered before.
Categorization of novel objects, is one of the core visual phenomena that allow us to
make sense of the world around us, yet relatively little is known about this ability; note, though
this ability is often referred to as object recognition among vision scientists (Ullman, 1996), this
review will formally define recognition according to memory theory. This review will look at
some of the key issues in novel object categorization, including relevant theories of general
categorization, object form extraction and representation; location, timing and format of object
representation activation; and specificity of object representations, including the possibility that
these modality specific representations code abstract or conceptual dimensions of objects to help
account for novel categorization.
The experiments presented here will investigate the time-course of object knowledge
activation to help show how the format of object representations allows for novel object
categorization with category exemplar objects. As several different modality-specific subsystems
would seem to be active upon seeing an object (Schendan & Maher, 2009), these experiments
will try to characterize which of these systems generalizes across form, and which generalize
across semantic attributes in eventually activating the appropriate object model and associated
6

conceptual knowledge. Previous work has yielded ERP markers of these different stages of
object knowledge activation, and these markers will be used as a framework for interpreting
experimental results.

Categorization

Novel objects from known categories activate appropriate associated knowledge only
once they are categorized. As such, objects that we encounter do not get treated as unrelated
individual entities, but are instead categorized according to the different properties that those
objects possess. Categorization allows knowledge to be manipulated and represented such that
redundancies are minimized by mirroring regularities found in the environment around us to
maximize cognitive efficiency (Rosch, 1976).
Prototype theories hold that different categories are abstractedly stored as an averaged
representation of the exemplars that comprise the category, and inclusion into the category is
graded by the degree of closeness a particular entity has to that category prototype (Posner &
Keele, 1968; 1970; Rosch & Mervis 1975). Accordingly, when a novel object associated with a
known category is encountered, it is matched to the nearest categorical prototype for inclusion
into the category. In this manner, representational resources are conserved in that every instance
of every category member need not be stored individually (Rosch, 1976).
Rosch (1976) proposed that categories are hierarchically structured into more or less
specific levels of categorization. The prototypical basic level is the level of abstract
categorization that conveys the most prediction of that category‟s attributes while showing
maximal discontinuity with non-category attributes. Relative to the basic level, the superordinate
7

level is too general, being more abstract than perceptual (Ulmann, 1996), while the more specific
subordinate level carries an excess of redundant attribute information (Rosch & Mervis, 1975;
Rosch, 1977). Supporting this, empirical work shows that people usually name objects at the
basic level (Rosch et al., 1976), are faster to categorize items rated as more prototypical of a
given category (Rosch & Mervis, 1975), and categorize at the basic level before doing so at the
superordinate or subordinate levels (Rosch et al., 1976; Smith, Balzano, & Walker, 1978).
Objects in a basic level category usually share common features like global shape, but
this is not always the case. Although a penguin is a bird, it does not share many attributes of
birds in general (e.g., shape, flight, obvious feathers), predicting that it may not be given the
ostensible basic level name of bird. To address these cases, Jolicoeur (1984) called the entry
level the level at which an object is named regardless of cue validity. This entry level usually,
but not always, overlaps with the basic level name. For the example above, the basic level name
might be bird, but the most common name given might be penguin.
In contrast to prototype theories of categorization, exemplar theories propose that each
exemplar of a given category is stored separately, and that category membership is defined by
similarity to a nearest member of that category after comparison with all exemplars from relevant
categories (Ashby & Maddox, 2005). Novel object categorization, then, would be achieved by
activation of the most similar exemplar stored in memory. Logothetis & Sheinberg (1996), citing
work showing prototypical versus exemplar representation may depend on category breadth
(with broader categories inviting more prototypical representation, Homa & Vosburgh, 1976;
Homa et al., 1981) and a dissociation of specific versus abstract visual form systems (Marsolek,
1995), have posited that both theories of categorization may be correct, depending on the level of
categorization required.
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Accounts of Object Cognition
Models from cognitive psychology and computational vision have attempted to explain
how correct and ostensibly three-dimensional (3D) representations of objects can be re-activated
by two-dimensional (2D) retinal firing patterns that can change drastically with viewing
conditions, distorting the geometry of objects compared to previous exposures. Complicating the
problem further, these models must also explain how the visual system identifies that which
needs to be categorized in the first place, especially difficult considering that correct
categorization is accomplished even if a particular object has never been encountered before
(Forsyth & Malik, 1997).
Marr and Nishihara (1978) identified a set of criteria on which object models might be
judged. Object identification models must account for high speed, but without taxing resources
(accessibility), handle many types of visual stimuli and generalize to new instances without
overlap or ambiguity (scope versus uniqueness), and choose the appropriate model despite
irrelevant subtle differences between objects or in viewing conditions, yet parse important subtle
differences, like between faces (stability versus sensitivity) .
An important consideration for solving these problems is specifying the space in which
object are represented. Different models posit different spatial reference frames for object
representations, which can be relative to the object, the viewer or the environment (Plaut &
Farah, 1999) and convey different advantages and disadvantages. For instance, object centered
coordinate systems buy stability at the cost of uniqueness, while viewer-centered models are
generally low in stability but better in terms of uniqueness and accessibility (Plaut & Farah,
1999).
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Object-Centered Accounts and RBC
Object-centered coordinate systems posit that object representations are 3D
reconstructions of objects in the real world inferred from 2D retinal arrays (Tarr & Bulthoff,
1998), which account for cognition with objects despite changes in viewing conditions and
preclude the need to store many view-dependant representations for each object. Several objectcentered systems have posited (at least partially) view invariant primitives, or shape based
representations that can be adapted to represent contours or parts of objects.
Marr and Nishihara (1978) proposed that, once the fundamental geometric relationships
of a scene are extracted, form information is recovered in successive stages ending in a 3D viewinvariant object model where parts are represented by cylinder-shaped volumetric primitives of
different sizes arranged in a structural description system (SDS) which symbolically represents
the hierarchical and spatial relationship of the primitives.
Biederman (1987) built upon this idea with recognition by components (RBC), which
uses a small number of differently shaped primitives called geometric ions (or “geons”) to
represent the parts of objects. For extraction of geons from percepts, RBC relies on “nonaccidental” relationships between contours (e.g., colinearity and concavities), which are unlikely
to occur by chance. The extracted parts are matched by shape to appropriate geons (Figure 1a),
which are then indexed in the SDS that represents the spatial relationship among the geons
(Figure 1b).
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If non-accidental relationships cannot be extracted due to viewing conditions, where
decomposition and geon matching cannot occur, then objects are not categorized, making RBC
partially view-invariant. Biederman likened geons to phonemes in language such that a relatively
small set of phonemes can be combined to represent a nearly limitless number of words.
Recognition by components has met many empirical predictions, including size
invariance (Biederman & Cooper, 1992) and translational/reflectional invariance (Biederman &
Cooper, 1991a), and the necessity of a critical number of geons to activate the SDS of an object
(Biederman, Ju, & Clapper, 1985). Biederman and Blickle (1985) showed that deleting contours
11

to render geons non-recoverable (deleting vertices, concavities, etc.) hampered performance
more than mid-segment deletions that preserved geon recoverability, even though equal amounts
of information were deleted from each.
RBC is advantageous in that geons are stable across changes in viewing conditions,
representation is parsimonious, and SDSs naturally account for basic level categorization of
novel exemplars and highly abstracted versions of objects. On the negative side, Biederman
(1987) acknowledges that RBC does not readily explain more specific categorization, and RBC
does not specify procedures for geon extraction (Tarr and Bulthoff, 1998). The biggest problem
for RBC and other object-centered models, however, is empirical findings that object cognition
is view-dependent.
Viewer Centered accounts and MVPT
Contrary to the notion that object models are view-invariant once activated, Palmer
(1981) found that people preferred certain canonical views of objects which presented higher
quality information about the form of the object (Figure 1c) compared to more unusual views
(Figure 1d). Many subsequent studies have found evidence that view is important to object
cognition. Rock (1987) found extreme view dependence for wireform-like novel stimuli, though
Farah, Rochlin & Klein (1994) argued that filling in the wireforms such that a surface could be
discerned (making the stimuli look like potato chips instead of paper clips) lessened this effect.
View-dependence has even been found for meaningless figures made of geons (Hayward & Tarr,
1997) and geons themselves (Tarr, Williams, Hayward & Gauthier, 1998), though Biederman &
Gerhardstein (1993) maintained that insufficient information was available from the geons (i.e.,
geons were not accessible) for viewpoint invariant representations to be activated.
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Observation of view-dependence has lead to models of object cognition that posit imagebased, viewer-centered representations of objects. Early viewer-centered models, like some
template matching models (Pinker, 1985) proposed that retinotopically specific representations
are stored for each view of an object, requiring a large search to match the proper view-specific
representation. Less costly models proposed storage of a limited number of image-based (i.e.,
not a structural description system) and view-specific representations along with some
generalizing principle that allowed for compensation between percepts and stored views so as to
limit the number of view specific representations needed for successful object cognition (Tarr &
Bulthoff, 1998). These models will broadly be referred to as multiple view-plus transformation
(MVPT) theories.
Different variants of multiple viewer-centered image-based models, have offered
different means of transformation between views. Poggio and Edelman (1990) posited an
interpolation between views by radial basis functions. Tarr and Pinker (1989) posited that mental
rotation might underlie compensatory processes, citing equivalent effects between mental
rotation and naming with actual objects. While Gauthier and Tarr (2002) used fMRI to show that
areas responsible for mental rotation and changes in object views during categorization did not
overlap, other studies have found some overlap (Schendan & Stern, 2007)
Alignment theories propose various compensation processes and different underlying
representations, but they generally posit diagnostic elements possessing view invariant geometric
relationships that are present in the stored model and the percept. These “alignment keys”
specify transformations that would bring the object model into alignment with the percept
(Ullman, 1989). Object model representations include the allowable transformations particular
objects can perform. For example, a wrench can undergo rigid affine rotations in depth, a cat can
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sit or stand, and a face can take on different expressions. Once the appropriate transformations
are computed, the percept and the stored model are compared, and if closer than competing
models, that model is chosen (Ullman, 1996)
Regardless of the nature of the compensation processes, one important prediction for
many MVPT models is that viewpoint dependent effects vary systematically in relating novel
and old views of objects. Several studies have indeed found that performance decrements with
novel views are proportional to the distance from the nearest learned view (Bulthoff & Edelman,
1992; Humphrey & Khan, 1992; Tarr, 1995).
Another prediction MVPT accounts make is that a paucity of stored views requires
greater transformations for novel views, while view dependence lessens with the more
experience and hence stored views. Several studies have found that the more exposure people
have to different views, the less view dependence, consistent with the idea that stronger links are
made between 2D views (Tarr & Pinker, 1989; Edelman & Bulthoff, 1992). Bartram (1976) even
found a correlation between view invariance and object word frequency, possibly indicating that
these objects are encountered more often and that this greater experience results in stronger links
between views.
One explanation as to why more encounters with objects increases view-invariance is that
the total number of views, and therefore view specific representations, is greater, lowering the
need for transformations and making transformations smaller when they are needed. While this
may be the case to a point, the strength of MVPT models is that transformations are not just a
theoretical mechanism that allows for cognition with novel views of objects, but a way of
allowing parsimony without running into problems associated with template matching models
(Tarr & Bulthoff, 1998). This being the case, it may not simply be more representations from
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more views with greater experience, but a combination of a sufficient number of views plus more
efficient or sharpened transformation processes that explain greater view invariance with
increasing familiarity.
As view-dependant image based systems are often specific to an image, they run into
problems explaining basic level categorization (Tarr & Bulthoff, 1998; Ullman, 1996), where
SDSs can more easily explain categorization of novel category exemplars. Many alignment
procedures, for instance, are specific to a particular object and posit a flat object structure such
that shape similarity is not an organizing principle of object representations (Forsyth & Malik,
1997). Ullman (1996) proposes a remedy wherein prototypical categorical representations share
some alignment keys and allowable transformations with more specific representations, which in
turn constrains model search. This conforms to empirical work showing that basic-level
categorization precedes subordinate categorization (Rosch, 1976).
While no model alone sufficiently explains object categorization, a combination of
accounts may do so. For instance, Koenderink‟s (1990) model mixes viewer and object-centered
coordinate systems such that each 2D view is object-centered, while the linking between views is
viewer centered. Logothetis & Sheinberg (1996), citing differing results by classification task
and total lifetime familiarity with objects (Ullman, 1989; Tarr 1995) have argued that both view
invariant and view dependant systems are present at different stages and under different
circumstances, such as for basic versus subordinate level discriminations. This may fit with
evidence that object-centered models better account for more abstract basic level categorization
and MVPT better accounts for more specific object categorization. Forsyth and Malik (1997)
have even argued that prototype theories of categorization imply representation by volumetric
primitives.
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Perhaps most relevant to the current experiments, several studies (Koutstaal et al, 2001;
Marsolek, 1995; Marsolek, 1999; Simons et al., 2003) have suggested a different visual system
altogether for categorizing novel category exemplars compared to same-repeated objects. This
work posits a dissociation in object categorization wherein abstract processing, possibly akin to a
prototypical representation that would generalize across exemplars, is differentiated from more
perceptually specific processing, which would store individual object models in a way consistent
with exemplar theories of categorization.
For example, Marsolek's (1999) findings may implicate a lateralized dissociation where
prototypical representations underlie more abstract categorization processes in the left
hemisphere, and form specific representations underlie the ability to discern specific visual
instances in the right hemisphere.
This lateralized dissociation fits with other work showing global versus local processing
biases in vision. In a review of the visual agnosia literature, Farah (1991) noted a pattern of
behavioral deficit that indicated a local versus global processing dissociation in the visual
system. Farah showed that behavioral loss in visual agnosics almost always resulted in problems
with words and objects (with damage usually more on the left) or faces and objects (with damage
usually on the right), but usually not faces and words.
Farah argued that this would be in keeping with a dissociation of more holistic processing
on the right and more local processing on the left. This would be consistent with work showing
letters require local processing and are associated with activity on the left (Polk et al., 2002) and
faces are processed more holistically (Tanaka & Farah, 1993) and elicit more activity on the right
than the left (Kanwisher, McDermott & Chun, 1997). Marsolek & Burgund (1997) proposed that
local systems actually led to more abstract visual processing between exemplars of an object
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category, as local processing is more sensitive to parts that are invariant across an object class
and would lead to correct categorization by a diagnostic part. The right hemisphere, on the other
hand, is more perceptually specific and sensitive to slight overall differences for an entire object,
a system that is more useful for specific identification of visual forms.

Categorization as a Memory Ability
Object categorization relies on multiple memory systems. Multiple memory systems
theory broadly divides memory into two systems: explicit episodic memory for events within the
context that they occurred that depends upon the medial temporal lobe (MTL) and cortexdependent knowledge systems for information without context (Schacter et al., 1996; Schacter &
Buckner, 1998; Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1991; Tulving, 1972; Tulving & Schacter; 1990). A
“knowledge system” includes both a “semantic memory system” for abstract meaning (concepts,
semantics) and facts (Tulving, 1972) and a “perceptual representation system” (PRS) that stores
modality specific representations, such as for object form (Tulving & Schacter, 1990). Repetition
priming, or behavioral facilitation for subsequent presentations of a particular stimulus that does
not require episodic recollection (Schacter, 1987; Schacter and Buckner, 1998), is thought to
reflect reactivation of cortical knowledge. Behavioral facilitation is usually seen as faster
response times or higher accuracy for old versus new items. Perceptual repetition priming refers
to a modality specific performance advantage for repetition of perceptual, not semantic or
conceptual, information about a stimulus, putatively reflecting reactivation of a representation in
the PRS. Schacter, Delaney and Cooper (1990) found evidence for this system by showing
behavioral priming effects for 3D possible (Figure 1e) but not 3D impossible (Figure 1f) line
drawings of novel objects.
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The strongest evidence validating the distinction between episodic memory and
knowledge comes from double dissociations of patients with MTL lesions who are impaired at
episodic recall but have intact knowledge access (Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1974) and patients
with cortical lesions who show knowledge access impairment (the nature of which depends on
the location) but have intact ability to form new episodic memories (Corkin, 2002; Gabrieli et al.,
1995). Famous MTL amnesic H.M., for example, had preserved priming for factual knowledge
learned prior to his surgery (Corkin, 2002).
Episodic versus knowledge memory can be elicited by direct and indirect memory tests
respectively. Episodic memory, by definition, is explicitly available to strategic retrieval attempts
and cortical knowledge can be activated either with awareness, as when an object is categorized
(e.g., named as a “dog”) or without awareness, as when repetition priming is demonstrated.
While the episodic versus knowledge memory distinction seems to map well onto an
explicit-implicit distinction, this mapping is not perfect. For instance, while object categorization
relies on retrieval of object models from a PRS, which is thought to be implicit, the end result of
object categorization is an explicitly given label for the object. Work on familiarity has also
raised the possibility of cortical knowledge “leaking” to consciousness (Voss & Paller, 2008).
Another potential component of explicit memory is familiarity. We may see a person that
we feel we have seen before, but cannot “place”. When we recognize a person, on the other
hand, we can “place” them, as we have retrieved some sort of contextual information
accompanying our memory that a previous encounter took place – “I met him in the coffee shop
last week”. Whereas recollection is memory for an item that is accompanied by source
knowledge, familiarity is recognition in the absence of source knowledge (Yonelinas, 2002).
While some work indicates a dual trace model between familiarity and recollection (Yonelinas,
18

2002), others have concluded that familiarity is a result of priming that can influence explicit
decisions (Voss & Paller, 2008) or is simply weak recollection (Yovel & Paller, 2004).

Localization of Object Cognition
While the current experiments investigated the time course of object knowledge
activation, a complimentary line of research using similar paradigms has investigated
localization, showing evidence for dissociations of object knowledge subsystems. The neural
substrate of object model selection and putative PRS for objects has been shown by functional
imaging studies to be in occipitotemporal areas (e.g., Kanwisher et al., 1997; Grill-Spector et al.,
1998; Haxby et al., 1999; Malach et al., 1995) in a collection of brain areas that are part of the
“ventral stream”, homologous to the “what pathway” in primates (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991;
Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982). Within the ventral stream, an area called the lateral–occipital
complex (LOC), located in ventral lateral portions of the occipital lobe extending into ventral
temporal cortices which include LOa/pFs, mid fusiform, occipitotemporal sulcus (Grill-Spector,
Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001; Malach et al, 1995) has reliably shown activation for shapes and
objects as opposed to low level visual stimuli (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Grill-Spector et al., 1998;
Haxby et al., 1999; Malach et al., 1995).
Avidan et al. (2002), for instance, showed participants pictures of objects of varying
contrast to demonstrate a gradual stepwise increase in the degree of contrast invariance as
reflected by blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) responses from lower (V1) to higher (LOC)
brain areas along the ventral pathway. Similarly, Grill-Spector et al., (1998) found a gradual
lessening of retinotopy and increasing of sensitivity to objects (objects versus scrambled objects)
from early to later visual areas in the ventral stream. Grill-Spector et al. (2000) showed that when
19

perceiving objects was made difficult using a masking procedure, subject reported recognition of
objects was most highly correlated with activity in LOC compared to lower visual areas.
Functional neuroimaging has also revealed clues about cortical organizing principles of
object representations. Several studies have found evidence for domain- specific processing
regions in occipital and ventral temporal cortices, as selective BOLD activity has been found for
particular categories of objects, such as faces in the fusiform face area (FFA; Kanwisher et al,
1997), buildings and scenes (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998) in the parahippocampal place area
(PPA), and human body parts (Downing & Kanwisher. 2001) in the extrastriate body area
(EBA).
Other studies have found more domain-general accounts for the neuroanatomical
organization of these areas. Haxby (2001) showed evidence for more distributed representation
among brain areas like PPA and FFA, as the object category being viewed could be predicted not
simply by areas where BOLD response was maximal, but by reliable patterns of BOLD
responses in less activated areas (e.g., based on bold responses in PPA, predict faces were being
observed). Other work has posited alternate mechanisms for seemingly domain specific
accounts, including that repeated exposure to certain visual classes can change brain responses to
those classes (Gauthier, Tarr, Anderson, Skudlarski & Gore, 1999; Gauthier, Skudlarski, Gore &
Anderson, 2000; Scott, Tanaka, Sheinberg & Curran, 2006; Tanaka, Curran, Porterfield &
Collins, 2006), mimicking effects of domain specific activity. For example, Gauthier et al.
(1999) trained subject expertise in categorizing classes of novel objects, and found behavioral
inversion effects and increased BOLD responses in FFA for experts compared to novices.
Gauthier et al. (2000) showed experts in birds and cars different species of birds and car models,
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and found that experts showed significantly more BOLD activation in the right FFA for their
respective areas of expertise.

Time course of Object Cognition
Work investigating the time-course of object knowledge activation provides a framework
for interpreting the current experiments, as understanding the neural events that underlie novel
object categorization requires more than simply investigating where in the brain, but when.
This is a question that the event related potential (ERP) technique, which reflects neural
events with millisecond timing, is well suited to. Importantly for the current proposal, ERP
repetition effects, seen as voltage differences between repeated and new objects, are a reliable
correlate of different types of repetition priming (e.g., Bentin & McCarthy, 1994; Rugg 1995).
As repetition priming is thought to reflect activation of representations associated with the
repeated dimension of a given stimulus, and ERP repetition effects are thought to be the correlate
of priming, the time-course of ERP repetition effects can yield information about the timing of
different cognitive processes.

Early Components
Several ERP components have been implicated in visual processing prior to object
representation activation. The first component observed, the posteriorly-maximal C1, is thought
to reflect visual processing in V1 (Luck, 2005) and peaks around 90 ms post-stimulus with
direction of polarity dependant on stimulus position in the visual field (Clark, Fan, & Hillyard,
1995). The P1 component is a posterior positivity peaking around 110 ms post-stimulus
modulated by spatial attention (Hillyard, Vogel, & Luck, 1998) and arousal state (Vogel & Luck,
21

2000).
A key question in object categorization is when early visual processes finish and
representations for objects, whether features, parts, or wholes, are activated. Peaking between
150 - 200 ms is a family of visually driven ERP components that index early sensitivity to global
form and include the posterior N1/N170 and centrally maximal vertex positive potential (VPP)
/P150 (Jeffreys, 1998; Schendan, Ganis & Kutas, 1998). While these components have different
scalp topography, a central VPP is often found with a posterior polarity-reversed complement,
and vice-versa (Jeffreys, 1989; Schendan et al., 1998). Joyce and Rossion (2005) linked the two
components in the same data set by showing that the location of maximum effects (central or
posterior) is related to choice of reference. Studies have found effects on the VPP (Jeffreys,
1989) and N170 (Bentin, Puce, Perez, & McCarthy, 1996; Rossion et al., 1999) for face versus
non-face stimuli, and modulation with a face inversion effect (Eimer, 2000), though inversion
effects with expertise for non-face objects have also been found (Rossion, Curran & Gauthier,
2002). Schendan and colleagues (1998) found a central P150 effect for broad, well learned
categories of visual stimuli, like faces, objects and letter strings. Using a similar paradigm and
stimuli to the work by Schacter and colleagues (1990), Soldan, Mangels and Cooper (2006)
found that posterior ERP components N1 and a later N2, a negativity peaking around 200 ms,
were enhanced for repeated possible objects only, regardless of task at test. This result was
interpreted as being consistent with a SDS interpretation that global 3D form representation is
encoded within this time period.

Posterior N400
While the previously discussed family of early ERPs reflect some level of object form
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access, another line of evidence indicates that processes reflecting object model selection may
also include later processes. A well known family of ERPs showing sensitivity to semantic or
conceptual relatedness peaks centro-parietally around 400 ms after stimulus presentation and is
known as the N400 (Kutas and Hillyard, 1980). Early investigations of the N400 showed more
negativity for sentence-ending words that did not make sense with the rest of the preceding
sentence compared to those that did, which was interpreted as greater difficulty integrating the
meaning of that word to the rest of the sentence (Kutas and Hillyard, 1980). The effect has been
found when sentences are presented visually (Kutas & Hillyard, 1984) or auditorily (Connolly &
Phillips, 1994). Importantly, the N400 is not simply modulated by the novelty or surprise of the
ending word, as the component shows sensitivity to cloze probability, or the likelihood of a
given word making sense ending a sentence, even among reasonable alternatives (Kutas &
Hillyard, 1984). The N400 has also shown repetition effects with single words, eliciting greater
negativity for new than old words or words with less than more semantic relatedness (Bentin &
McCarthy, 1994), and has shown effects of semantic congruity for target words compared to
previously presented lists words (Polich, 1985) or to a single word (Pratarelli, 1994). To avoid
confusion with other components peaking ~400 ms, this component will be referred to as the
posterior N400.

N3 Complex
The most relevant ERP markers of object knowledge for the current experiments are the
subcomponents of the N3 complex, which are differentially modulated by different facets of
object knowledge.
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Investigations of semantic information conveyed by pictures have found N400-like
effects, but with a more anterior distribution than in analogous experiments using words (Barrett
& Rugg, 1990; Holcomb & McPherson, 1994; McPherson & Holcomb, 1999). Additionally,
these experiments have found an earlier anterior negativity, the N300, which is similar to the
N400 in that greater negativity is found when semantic relatedness is lower. Effects on the N300
have been found with relatively „shallow‟ tasks such as having participants discern whether or
not the stimulus was a nonsense picture or a real picture (Holcomb & McPherson, 1994), and
„deeper‟ tasks involving judging the semantic relatedness of pictures (Barrett & Rugg, 1990;
McPherson & Holcomb, 1999). Other studies have found a similar anterior “shift” of the N400
when semantic information is relayed by pictures, including congruity effects for pictures of
objects in linguistic or scene contexts (Ganis & Kutas, 2003; Ganis et al., 1996; Sitnikova,
Kuperberg, & Holcomb, 2003).
The N300 found in previous literature may be part of a larger complex of frontal
negativities referred to as the N3 complex that reflects different modality specific aspects of
activation of visual knowledge, from perceptually specific form representations to more abstract
knowledge about objects.
The N3 complex has been shown sensitive to categorization success with fragmented line
drawings provided parts are recoverable (Schendan & Kutas, 2002) and is attenuated with
repetition (Schendan & Kutas, 2002; Schendan & Maher, 2009) in indirect tests of long term
memory. Consistent with MVPT models of object representation, an indirect memory test
showed that the N3 complex was attenuated at test for old objects in different views from study
compared to new items, but less so than for old objects in the same view (Schendan & Kutas,
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2003), and the size of these effects were a function of view disparity between study and test
(Schendan & Lucia, in preparation).
Schendan and Maher (2009) used different combinations of naming responses (correct,
guess and “no idea”) with quantitative ratings of categorization (1-4) in an indirect memory test
to show dissociations of N3 complex subcomponents, finding more perceptually driven effects
earlier at frontopolar sites (referred to as the frontopolar N3) compared to later effects at
frontopolar (referred to as the anterior N400) and centrofrontal sites (referred to as the
centrofrontal N3), which were more tied to semantic knowledge with objects. Importantly for an
interpretation that the N3 complex reflects object model selection, frontopolar N3 effects were
linearly modulated by categorization ratings.
Neuroimaging evidence has indicated that object sensitive cortical areas encode global
shape, showing some level of invariance to small local changes (Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000,
2001). Consistent with this, Schendan & Kutas (2007) used line drawn objects in an indirect
memory test to show that repetition effects for old objects with local contour alterations (e.g., a
global shape constructed of a dashed outline where dashes and spaces were switched from study
to test, retaining the global shape (Figure 1g vs. 1h) were indistinguishable from identically
repeated objects. This suggests that the PRS codes visual knowledge beyond local contours and
about higher-order perceptual structures, such as the global shapes of an object and its parts that
can differ between object views.
Generalization for global shape, however, did not extend to category exemplars. In an
experiment with a similar design, Maher (2008) had people categorize photographs of objects in
an indirect memory test. Objects were either repeated using the same exemplar (i.e., the identical
picture), a different exemplar of the same basic level category, or a new object category, and
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exemplars were either low or high in typicality. Repetition effects generalized to different
exemplars on the posterior N400, thought to reflect amodal conceptual or semantic processes
(Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). In contrast, generalization of repetition effects to different
exemplars was not found on the frontopolar N3, where repetition effects were found for
identically repeated items only, though evidence for generalization was found on the
centrofrontal N3 (discussed later).
In addition to these findings, more typical objects increased categorization facility and
attenuated the N3 complex, consistent with work on implicit category learning and perceptual
expertise demonstrating that repeated experience with particular objects or categories of objects
improves performance and changes brain responses to those objects or object categories
(Gauthier et al., 1999; Gauthier, et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2006; Tanaka, et al., 2006).
A lack of repetition effects on the N3 complex might be explained by insufficient
perceptual similarity, which was not controlled for. Another possibility is that the processes
reflected by the N3 complex may not generalize far enough to include category exemplars, as
experiments showing generalization on this component (Schendan & Kutas, 2007) and in object
sensitive brain regions (Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000, 2001) used stimuli that were almost
identical in global shape, or more similar (e.g., different views of the same exemplar) than two
exemplars would be to each other.
Other studies with similar manipulations using objects have found effects on ERP
components that may be related to the N3 complex. With linked mastoid references, the frontally
maximal N3 complex is often accompanied by a polarity reversed component over posterior
electrodes (McPherson & Holcomb, 1999; Schendan & Maher, 2009), and this posterior
component becomes the maximal site of effects in studies with average (over all electrodes, e.g.,
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Scott et al., 2006) or nose (e.g., Doniger et al., 2000) references. Schendan and Maher (2009)
showed this change in maximal effect directly by comparing the same data set with different
references, average of left and right mastoids versus average reference.
A series of nose-referenced ERP experiments used the ascending method of limits, where
successively less fragmented line drawings of common objects were shown until categorization
occurred, (Doniger et al., 2000; Doniger et al., 2001; Foxe et al., 2001), to investigate the time
course of object categorization. Results showed an occipitotemporal maximal negativity termed
the NCL (closure related negativity) that first diverged for categorized versus uncategorized line
drawings between 230-400 ms, peaking around 300 ms. Sehatpour and colleagues (2006) also
found NCL effects comparing line drawings of real objects with scrambled versions.
Scott, Tanaka, Sheinberg, and Curran (2006) trained participants to distinguish between
two families of birds such that training for subordinate level categorization was given for one
family while simply naming at the basic level was required for the other. ERP results (common
average reference) showed that while the occipitotemporal N170 was enhanced for both families
with training (i.e., both basic and subordinate level categorization), an occipitotemporal N250,
possibly a subcomponent of the N3 complex, was more negative for the subordinate level trained
family compared to the basic level trained family. Over the course of one experimental session,
Tanaka, Curran, Porterfield, and Collins (2006) repeatedly showed participants a set novel faces
and their own face and instructed them to indicate when a target face in the novel set was shown.
The authors found that an average-referenced occipitotemporal N250 was larger for their own
face compared to novel faces for the first half of the experiment, but for the second half of the
experiment the N250 (but not N170) to the target face resembled their own face, having become
more negative compared to a randomly chosen novel face.
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If the N250 component in these experiments reflects the same underlying generators as
the N3 complex, this may be evidence for transfer to category exemplars due to greater
perceptual similarity for faces and animals than for common object exemplars used in other work
that failed to find N3 generalization (Hamm, Johnson & Kirk, 2002; Maher, 2008). Another
possibility is that faces, animals or both may be processed differently, especially considering the
literature indicating that faces may indeed be a special category (Kanwisher et al., 1997) and the
fact that all stimuli had faces.
Consistent with neuroimaging evidence implicating object-sensitive areas of ventral
occipitotemporal cortex in object categorization (Grill–Spector 2001; Avidan et al., 2003;
Schendan & Stern, 2007), the likely generators of the N3 complex have been determined through
source localization techniques to be located in ventral posterior object-sensitive cortex (Doniger
et al., 2000; Doniger et al., 2001; Schendan & Maher, 2009; Scott et al. 2006;Sehatpour et al.,
2006).

2SI Account
So when does object model selection take place? Some evidence indicates that by 150
ms, representations of global form are activated (Schendan et al. 1998; Soldan et al., 2006;
Thorpe et al., 1996), while other evidence indicates activation approximately 100 ms later
(Doniger et al., 2000; Doniger et al., 2001; Schendan & Maher, 2009; Scott et al. 2006;
Sehatpour et al., 2006). One possibility, posited by the 2 State Interactive (2SI) model of object
knowledge, is that these processes reflect different stages of cortical knowledge activation that
ultimately support basic level categorization. Feedforward models of vision posit that objects are
categorized automatically by well known hierarchically organized brain regions in occipital and
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ventral temporal cortices (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991; Grill-Spector et al., 1998; Grill-Spector
et al., 2000; Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982;) that process visual input with increasing perceptual
complexity, ending with an object model ~150 ms (Thorpe et al., 1996), a model that fits well
with the P150 as a marker of object knowledge retrieval. On the other hand, perceptual
hypothesis testing theories, as incorporated by the 2SI posit a second state after this feedforward
stage ends of top down processes that can bias those hierarchical posterior object areas in
iterative loops that predict and verify object models until an object model match to the percept is
retrieved (Ganis, Schendan & Kosslyn, 2007; Schendan & Stern, 2008). These second state
processes are indexed electrophysiologically by the N3 complex. According to 2SI, these top
down loops become more important when visual constancy must be maintained under the
challenging viewing conditions that are ecologically typical. The first pass through posterior
object cortex ending ~150 ms may be sufficient for activation of object knowledge, then, for
broad category discriminations, like indicating the presence of a broad target category (Schendan
et al., 1998; Tanaka et al., 2006; Thorpe et al, 1996).
Ganis and colleagues (2007) have shown that prefrontal areas predicted to be involved in
object model verification (OMV) and known posterior object regions are increasingly engaged
by more impoverished stimuli, inconsistent with feedforward models that predict 1. only
posterior object areas (not prefrontal areas) should be modulated by perceptual differences and 2.
activity in posterior regions should increase with available perceptual information, not decrease,
as would be the case for the first pass. Ganis and colleagues (2007) further implicated the role of
prefrontal regions in object categorization behaviorally by showing that impoverishment level
selectively interfered with visuospatial but not phonological working memory.
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Other work (Schendan & Stern, 2008; Schendan & Lucia, submitted) has shown evidence
for separate model prediction and verification processes using a task manipulation of
categorization versus recognition, arguing that the dissociation of the effects follows the goals of
each memory task. Unqualified entry-level categorization requires selection of appropriate
geometric and conceptual knowledge on a many (all possible representations) to one
(representation matching percept) basis, thus making model prediction processes during
categorization more difficult than recognition, where possible models are constrained to the
study set.
Two experiments using the same design with fMRI (Schendan & Stern, 2008) and EEG
(Schendan & Lucia, in press) found evidence dissociating model prediction from model
verification by task, as impoverishment effects (canonical vs. unusual views) differed for
categorization versus recognition. Schendan and Stern (2008) found two anterior/posterior
networks: one that was task general between posterior ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (pVLPFC)
– ventral-caudal intraparietal sulcus (vcIPS) - transverse occipital sulcus (TOS) – inferotemporal
sulcus (ITS), and one that was task dependent between anterior VLPFC – lateral occipital sulcus
(LOS), showing bigger impoverishment effects for categorization than recognition. Schendan
and Lucia (submitted) found that the frontopolar subcomponent of the N3 complex was task
general and the centrofrontal N3 subcomponent was task dependent, showing greater effects for
categorization than recognition.
While the above interpretation predicts differential effects for model prediction, object
model verification would still verify that the appropriate knowledge was retrieved in both cases.
Accordingly, the task general pVLPC – vcIPS - TOS – ITS network and frontopolar N3
component were interpreted as reflecting model verification processes engaged regardless of
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task, while the task dependent aVLPFC – LOS network and centrofrontal N3 component were
interpreted as reflecting model prediction, which would be more difficult and drive bigger effects
for categorization than recognition.

Later Components
While the N3 complex and N400 are thought to reflect cortical knowledge-related
process often referred to as implicit memory (Schendan & Maher, 2009), a family of positivegoing components peaking posteriorly between 400 and 800 ms is thought to reflect episodic
explicit memory (Friedman & Johnson, 2000; Paller & Kutas, 1992; Rugg et al., 1998). The late
positive complex (LPC) and P600 are often modulated by the same manipulations, usually direct
tests of conscious recollection or recognition that rely on the medial temporal lobe (Duarte et al.,
2004; Paller et al., 1995; Rugg and Curran, 2007; Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1991), and have been
referred to as the parietal old/new effect (Rugg & Curran, 2007).
The mid-frontal N400 (FN400), so called because the distribution of effects associated
with the FN400 are centrofrontally distributed and peak around 400 ms, shows repetition effects
(more negative for new than old) that have been interpreted as neural correlates of familiarity
(Curran & Cleary, 2003; Curran & Dien, 2003; Yonelinas, 2002) or conceptual priming (Paller,
Voss & Boehm, 2007; Voss and Paller, 2006) during recognition memory tests. While the
parietal old/new effect on the LPC is said to reflect recollection of episodic detail about the study
experience (Curran & Cleary, 2003; Curran & Dien, 2002; Duzel, Yonelinas, Mangun, Heinze &
Tulving, 1997), the FN400 reflects some subject indication that an item is old without episodic
retrieval, that is, “knowing” it is old, but not “remembering” it episodically (Yonelinas, 2002;
Duzel et al., 1997; Rugg et al., 1998).
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Others have proposed that the FN400 may reflect implicit conceptual memory, (Paller,
Voss & Boehm, 2007), arguing that many manipulations used to make lures seem familiar at test,
like plurality reversal (Curran, 2000), might also elicit conceptual priming that might co-occur
with, or be misinterpreted as, familiarity (Voss & Paller, 2008). For instance, Voss and Paller
(2006) found FN400 priming effects to famous faces depending on whether they were preceded
by biographical information or not, indicating that the FN400 was not modulated by feelings of
familiarity but by conceptual priming from previous information.
While this work has shown that the FN400 might reflect a conflation of conceptual
priming and familiarity or simply conceptual priming, findings that familiarity can modulate the
LPC (Yovel & Paller, 2004) indicate that familiarity may be episodic recall too weak to include
details about context. The FN400 may be part of the N3 complex, being an analogue of the N390
(Ganis & Kutas, 2003), or what will be referred to later as a centrofrontal N3.

Generalization to Category Exemplars
One clue as to how novel exemplar categorization is achieved might be gleaned from the
format of object representations. For example, more abstract form representations may be
activated by different category exemplars, showing generalization across category. Following
this, several studies have found evidence for more abstract visual representation in the left
hemisphere than the right with some positing that these more abstract form representations may
also encode semantic information.
Based on divided visual fields (DVF) experiments, where stimuli are presented directly to
the right or left hemisphere (via the left or right visual fields, respectively), Marsolek (1999)
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posited a dissociation in visual processing wherein the right hemisphere is specialized for
perceptually specific processes and the left hemisphere for more abstract. Objects at test could be
primed by an identical line drawing, a different category exemplar line drawing, or the basic
level category word at study. All stimuli at study were presented to both visual fields, while line
drawings at test were presented to either the left or right visual field. Objects presented to the
right hemisphere showed a performance advantage for same exemplars over different exemplar
primed objects, but not for same or different exemplar primed over word primed objects. For
objects presented to the left hemisphere, those primed by same and different exemplars did not
differ from each other, but both showed an advantage over line drawings primed by words. The
author argued that this pattern of effects showed more abstract visual processing in the left
hemisphere and more perceptually specific processing on the right, while a lack of hemispheric
effects for word primed objects argues against an interpretation that the observed dissociation is
some type of semantic processing outside of the visual system. In other words, at least some
level of visual representation in the left, but not right, hemisphere responds equally to repeating
an identical item or a category exemplar.
Further, the authors argued that a series processing explanation, where more abstract
representations are activated after specific ones, was not supported by the data, as no
performance advantage was found for same over different exemplars presented to the left
hemisphere. By this reasoning, a form model is not chosen first leading to associated semantic
information, rather dissociable subsystems, one abstract and one perceptually specific, work
toward activating an object model in parallel.
Importantly for mapping these results onto previous work using stimulus impoverishment
(e.g., Schendan & Maher, 2009), Marsolek (1999) showed in a follow-up experiment that
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stimulus degradation at study wiped out these laterality effects (i.e., no generalization was found
on the left). These results jibe with literature showing that left hemisphere processing is more
affected by stimulus degradation than right (Christman, 1989; Sergent & Hellige, 1986), and
possibly explain previous work that did not find such laterality effects (e.g., Biederman &
Cooper, 1991b). Marsolek (1999) may also help explain intriguing behavioral findings indicating
that semantic or abstract categorical form representations are active early enough to influence
figure versus ground assignment (Peterson & Kim, 2001).
Neuroimaging studies have not agreed on representation of semantic or abstract form
representation in putative visual processing areas. In a similar design to Marsolek (1999) using
fMRI, Koutstaal and colleagues (2001) showed people pictures at test that were identical,
different category exemplars or new items compared to those at study. Results supported a
dissociation of left and right visual processing systems, as generalization to category exemplars
was greater for left than right fusiform gyrus (FG).While similar to findings of Marsolek (1999),
this pattern differed in that same exemplars showed greater repetition effects than different
exemplars in both hemispheres, not just in the right hemisphere.
Simons and colleagues (2003) replicated effects found by Koutstaal and colleagues
(2001) using the same methods, but accompanied each picture at study and test with an aurally
presented word that was the same as the picture at the basic level, or a nonsense word. The aural
word condition was always matched to the exemplar condition from study to test (i.e. if it was
nonsense for that condition at study, it was nonsense at test). Repetition effects for picture type
replicated those of Koutstaal and colleagues. Effects for the aural word presentation (congruent
versus incongruent) showed that, like for pictures of different category exemplars, effects were
larger for left than right FG and inferior temporal gyrus (ITG).
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When the authors looked at the ventral visual areas showing transfer for different
category exemplar pictures, which they then further divided into areas responding to the aural
word condition (congruent basic level word versus nonsense word), they found an organization
such that regions responding to different category exemplar pictures only were posterior to areas
responding to both pictorially presented different exemplars and aural words. This pattern may
indicate a posterior to anterior organization in left FG going from more visuo-spatial to more
visuo-semantic. These results find support in other work (Eddy, Schnyer, Schmid & Holcomb,
2007) which has shown object repetition suppression occurring only in posterior FG when
objects are presented with a forward and backward mask, to halt processing of stimuli early in
processing, possibly before visuo-semantic anterior regions could be activated.
Other fMRI work, however, has failed to find evidence for abstract representation in
ventral visual areas. Vuilleumier, Henson and Dolan (2002) found no effects in ventral visual
stream for pictures of different category exemplars at test, but did show that FG was sensitive for
real objects only and not 3D possible nonsense objects, consistent with the idea that it responds
only when semantic knowledge is also present. Left but not right FG showed invariant responses
to changes in retinal size and orientation. Fusiform gyrus showed different responses by
hemisphere, as invariant responses to changes in size and orientation were found on the left only.
Eddy and colleagues (2007) found BOLD repetition effects in posterior, but not anterior,
FG using masked priming, but found no evidence for repetition effects for different exemplars
there. They did, however, find evidence for exemplar generalization in an interaction of
repetition by hemisphere in posterior inferior temporal gyrus (ITS), such that an enhancement
effect was found for different exemplars compared to new pictures on the left but not the right.
Chouinard, Morrissey, Kohler & Goodale (2008) measured BOLD response to pairs of
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objects, separated by 1500 ms, that could be identical, category exemplars with perceptual
dissimilarity maximized, or unrelated. Results showed no evidence for transfer in visual areas for
category exemplars. The authors interpreted these results as explaining that previous results
(Koutstaal et al., 2001; Simons et al., 2003) showing transfer to category exemplars in visual
areas was due to uncontrolled perceptual similarity, and that semantic information is not
represented in visual areas. In a similar experiment to Chouinard and colleagues (2008), Kim,
Biederman, Lescroart & Hayworth (2009), using a different algorithm to ensure perceptual
dissimilarity that was also behaviorally validated, found that LOC is sensitive to shape but not
semantic information.
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Experiment 1
Introspectively, we feel that objects are categorized obligatorily, regardless of the task
being performed. Object names and information about objects seem to come to us effortlessly
and comprehensively with a casual glance, tempting us to think of this knowledge as
automatically activated upon seeing an object. While some level of object categorization does
seem to be obligatory (Thorpe, Fize & Marlot, 1996), other evidence indicates that the depth of
object knowledge retrieval may be limited by its necessity in accomplishing a particular task,
such as recognition (Schendan & Lucia, submitted). Understanding which types of object
knowledge are accessed for different goals, then, is vital to understanding object categorization.
Experiment 1 will use a task manipulation to investigate whether object knowledge activation
changes with different behavioral goals.
A previous study (referred to hereafter as the “categorization version”) investigated
whether object knowledge, from geometric to more conceptual representations, is specific to the
particular exemplar of a basic level category, and whether this knowledge varied with exemplar
typicality (e.g., cell versus rotary phone). This previous work used a design (Maher, 2009)
identical to that of the Experiment 1, but during the test session the task was categorization
instead of recognition in a 3 study (same pictured object, different category exemplar, or new
category compared to study session) x 2 typicality (high, low) indirect memory design.
Repetition effects showed that, regardless of typicality, knowledge reflected by the frontopolar
N3 was exemplar specific. A centrofrontal N3 effect, implicated in conceptual implicit memory
(Voss & Paller, 2006), and a posterior N400 semantic priming effect (Kutas & Federmeier,
2011) were largest for identical repetition, but did generalize to different exemplars. Indicators of
post-model selection processes also showed perceptual specificity with no evidence for
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generalization to different exemplars, consistent with work implicating the P600 as highly
specific for local contours (Schendan & Kutas, 2007b) and the LPC as reflecting conscious
recollection (Friedman & Johnson, 2000; Paller & Kutas, 1992; Rugg et al., 1998). Consistent
with predictions, lifetime familiarity with objects increased categorization facility and attenuated
the N3 complex, consistent with the interpretation that this component reflects 2SI second state
object model selection demands that are lower when categorization is easier.
Multiple memory systems theory predicts that different memory systems will be engaged
by different memory tasks (Tulving, 1972), and in turn different (though possibly overlapping)
neural substrates might reflect these different systems. The current proposal will manipulate the
memory system primarily engaged by changing the task at test from categorization, which
requires activation of knowledge and therefore relies more on cortical knowledge systems
(Schacter et al., 1996; Schacter & Buckner, 1998; Tulving & Schacter; 1990), to recognition,
which relies more on MTL-dependent (Corkin, 2002; Schacter et al., 1996; Squire & ZolaMorgan, 1991) episodic recollection (Tulving, 1972), while holding all other aspects of the
design identical.
While cortical knowledge systems are more important during categorization than
recognition (Shendan & Lucia, submitted), categorization can aid recognition (Craik &
Lockhart, 1972) and is, to some extent, independent of task (Shendan & Lucia, submitted;
Schendan & Stern, 2008). Likewise, incidental episodic memory can take place during
categorization tasks (Paller et al., 2007). An aim of the current experiment is to learn which
stages of object knowledge activation are relatively independent of task, being more or less
obligatory, and which are task dependent, being active only when greater categorical knowledge
is necessary for task completion.
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Previous work looking at the effect of memory task on view canonicality effects has
shown that a putative marker of geometric object knowledge, the frontopolar N3, was relatively
task independent between 200 and 400 ms (Shendan & Lucia, submitted). Effects on the N3
complex after this time at centrofrontal sites have been found to reflect more conceptual, but still
modality-specific, knowledge about objects (Schendan & Maher, 2009). These centrofrontal N3
and anterior N400 effects were either reduced or absent for correct recognition trials but
continued until ~900 ms for correct and incorrect categorization trials and incorrect recognition
trials (Shendan & Lucia, submitted). Taken together, these effects would indicate that conceptual
and semantic knowledge are relied on more for categorization than recognition, and that these
facets of objects knowledge are not automatically activated when viewing objects.
Considering this, we predict that repetition effects reflecting activation of more
conceptual, but still modality specific, knowledge about objects will be smaller or absent during
recognition compared to categorization. Specifically, we predict task independent effects starting
around 200 ms at frontopolar electrode sites, where new and different exemplar objects (which
will not differ from each other) will be more negative than repeated same objects, consistent with
the early frontopolar N3 reflecting task-independent access of form knowledge from a PRS
(Schendan & Maher, 2009). Effects indexing conceptual knowledge about objects, including the
centrofrontal N3 and anterior N400 (Schendan & Maher, 2009), will show task dependence,
being smaller or absent for recognition, as they are not crucial to task completion.
The 2SI model posits separate object model prediction and verification processes, the
former being task-dependent and indexed by the early centrofrontal N3 and the latter being taskgeneral and indexed by a frontopolar N3 (Shendan & Lucia, submitted). Accordingly, we predict
similar frontopolar N3 effects for the categorization and recognition experiments, as object
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models are verified regardless of task. However, the constrained set of task-relevant possible
object models (i.e., objects from the study session) available during recognition compared to
categorization will lessen prediction demands, reflected by an attenuated early centrofrontal N3.
During the categorization version, we examined how categorization related processes
differ for high and low typicality exemplars of an object category. Consistent with literature
showing the N3 complex to be bigger and performance worse when categorization is made more
difficult (Schendan & Kutas, 2002, 2003; Schendan & Maher, 2009), greater N3 negativity and
slower RTs were found for the exemplar with which participants had less experience. This result
builds on previous implicit category learning and perceptual expertise work, which demonstrates
that repeated experience with particular objects or categories of objects improves performance
and changes responses in cortical knowledge systems to those objects or object categories
(Gauthier et al., 1997; Gauthier, et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2006; Tanaka, et al., 2006). As
categorization requires access of knowledge, which relies more on cortical knowledge systems
than MTL dependent recognition memory (Schacter et al. 1996), we predict that Typicality
effects will be greater or exclusive for categorization compared to recognition.
The LPC and P600 are often modulated by the same manipulations, usually recollection
of some form (Friedman & Johnson, 2000), and recollection effects on these components have
been referred to collectively as the parietal old/new effect (Rugg & Curran, 2007). However,
many of the manipulations that drive memory effects, and putative LPC/P600 modulations,
repeat identical stimuli from study to test, making it unclear whether episodic memory per se is
being reflected by these components. Recent work using a task manipulation with different views
of objects (Schendan & Lucia, submitted) has suggested a dissociation such that the LPC may
reflect conscious recollection, while the P600 may reflect evaluation of memory match or some
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other process related to exacting repetition.
As episodic recall is not bound to exacting repetition of any particular stimulus, but to
recalling of previous events within the context that they occurred (Tulving, 1983), an
interpretation that the LPC reflects conscious episodic recall predicts that different exemplars of
previously encountered items should modulate the LPC if the old exemplars are remembered as
having been encountered. By the same token, if the P600 reflects some other post model
selection process, like evaluation of memory match (Schendan & Maher, 2009) that is modulated
by identical item repetition but not explicit episodic recall per se, we should see no effect for this
component. While this dissociation was not found for the categorization version of the current
proposal, where neither the LPC nor the P600 was modulated by previous exposure at study to
different exemplars, that version used an indirect memory test that may not have taxed episodic
memory processes sufficiently to dissociate the components.
Accordingly, we predict that the LPC, but not the P600, will be modulated by different
exemplars during a recognition task, a result not found while people categorized pictures.
Specifically, we expect greater positivity on the LPC for repeated different exemplars than new
items during the recognition task, with the greatest positivity still being for repeated objects,
which carry the maximum overlap between study and test, per TAP theory (Morris, Bransford, &
Franks, 1977).
Several studies (Yonelinas, 2002) have posited a distinct memory process, dissociable
from episodic recall or priming, which is engaged when something is familiar. Other work has
pointed to effects on the FN400 ERP component (referred to as centrofrontal N3 for the
categorization task) as evidence for this memory system (Rugg & Curran, 2007). The
categorization version of the current proposal revealed FN400-like effects for repeated stimuli
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and repeated category exemplars, consistent with a conceptual priming interpretation of the
FN400 (Paller, Voss, Boehm, 2007; Voss & Paller, 2006, 2007). The recognition version
proposed here engages episodic explicit memory systems, a task that is more similar to previous
studies positing the FN400 as a marker of familiarity. If the FN400 effect reflects a distinct form
of explicit memory that indexes conscious feelings of familiarity, then one would expect bigger
FN400 effects during a recognition memory test. If the FN400 reflects conceptual priming that
is more important for categorization than recognition, larger FN400 effects for categorization
would be expected.

Experiment 1: Methods

Experiment 1: Normative Pilot Method
Materials. For 300 basic level categories of common objects, two-dimensional digital
images of 3 to 6 different exemplars of each category were taken from either copyright free
internet sources or from a commercially available source (e.g., Tarr & Yu, 1996). Stimulus
presentation was programmed on ERPSystem (Holcomb, 2003). Objects were converted to
grayscale and appeared on a white background. Objects were resized to fit a rectangular area of
512 x 348 pixels (for categories with 3 or 4 exemplars) or 341 x 256 pixels (for categories with 5
or 6 exemplars) to display all exemplars of a category simultaneously during a typicality ranking
task.
Design and Procedure. Subjects saw each object category in randomized order on a 21"
cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor with 1024 x 768 pixel resolution. After each exemplar was
presented, subjects provided a basic level name (Rosch et al, 1976), then rated the typicality
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("How typical in appearance is the object of its named category?") and frequency ("Over your
entire life, how frequently have you seen an object that looks like this example?") of the object
from 1 (least typical or frequently exposed to) to 7 (most typical or frequently exposed to). After
naming and rating each exemplar separately, subjects saw all the members of each category
simultaneously and orally ranked the appearance of the pictures from most to least typical, while
the experimenter recorded their rankings
Participants. Sixteen healthy Tufts University undergraduates volunteered for course
credit. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were free of neurological or psychiatric
problems based on self report.
Analysis and Results. Objects not given the same name by at least 80% of subjects were
discarded. Of the remaining exemplars, the highest and lowest ranked of each category were
selected. The ratings responses for the highest and lowest ranked exemplars were then compared
with each other separately for typicality and frequency using 1-tailed t-tests (5-16), p=.05. The
highest and lowest ranked exemplars from each category were chosen as exemplar pairs for the
electrophysiology experiment if they differed significantly from each other for either of the
rating scales, and the direction of the difference for both rating scales was consistent with the
rankings (i.e., the higher ranked exemplar was rated higher than the lower ranked exemplar for
both the typicality and frequency rating scales). For highest and lowest ranked exemplars that did
not meet these criteria, the highest and lowest rated exemplars were chosen from each category
based on (1) the typicality rating and (2) the frequency rating. The direction of all ratings and
rankings results were further required to be consistent with each other.
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Experiment 1: ERP Method
Materials. 456 grayscale photographs depicted 2 exemplars of 228 basic level categories
of objects chosen on the basis of pilot work (see above). All pictures were resized to subtend 11
degrees of visual angle, based on prior ERP and fMRI research.
Design. A 2 x 3 repeated measures (Figure 2A), factorial design had factors of Study
(same exemplar, different exemplar, unstudied category) and Typicality (high or low). The
exemplar pairs were pseudo-randomly divided into six lists that were equated for object
category, left/right orientation, and typicality. To ensure that the typicality difference between
high and low typicality exemplars was balanced across lists, the differences between High and
Low exemplars were entered into a one-way ANOVA with a factor of List and no significant
difference was found, F(5,222)=.525, p=.757. The six lists were completely counterbalanced
across conditions such that each list was assigned to each condition.
Procedure. Subjects sat in an electromagnetically shielded, sound attenuating chamber.
Stimuli were presented on a 21-inch cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor and were instructed about
the importance of keeping to a minimum head, face and eye movements during critical periods of
recording.
During the study session, subjects saw 152 pictures of objects from 76 unique basic level
categories. Each category had a high and low frequency exemplar. Each trial began with fixation
(+) for 1 s followed by one picture of an object for 2 s. Afterwards, a cue (Same or Similar?),
which was terminated by the subject, instructed subjects to write down the name of the object on
a form. Instructions for naming were intended to elicit basic-level responses as was done by
Rosch (1976): “Please write down the name of the object that is pictured. Say the first name of
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the object that comes to mind. Don‟t worry about why you are naming the object as you do.
There are no tricks. This is a very simple study. Work as quickly as you can.” While the picture
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was on the screen, participants indicated with a button press the orientation of the object, either
left or right. This task was chosen to minimize the role of rapid stimulus-response learning on the
test results (Dobbins, 2004).
Study and test sessions were separated by a delay of 10 minutes, during which time
subjects received instructions on and practiced the recognition task performed at test.
During the recognition test session subjects saw the 152 studied object categories with
half of the pictures showing the same exemplar, and half showing a different exemplar: 38 same
high frequency exemplars (Same High), 38 same low frequency exemplars (Same Low), 38
different high frequency exemplars (Different High), 38 different low frequency exemplars
(Different Low). These studied pictures were intermixed pseudo-randomly with 76 new object
categories, half of which were high frequency (New High) and half of which were low frequency
(New Low) exemplars. Each trial began with a fixation cross for a variable duration (between
1750 and 2500 ms with increments of 50 ms) followed by one picture of an object for 1100 ms
and then a question mark for 3 s.
Subjects were instructed to press one button if the object category was old (button 1) and
another if it was new (button 2) while that picture was on the screen. At the “Same or Similar?”
cue, subjects indicated whether the object was the exact same object from study (button 1) or
was a similar object (button 2). If participants indicated that the object was new, they were
instructed to press another button (button 5) to indicate that the “Same or Similar” prompt did
not apply. To minimize EEG artifacts from facial movement, subjects named the objects after the
memory test session during a post-test naming session. All pictures during the naming session
were presented again using the exact same procedures, except this time subjects were prompted
after each picture to record the name of the object on a form.
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Electrophysiology. Electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded using a 60-channel, silver/
silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrode cap with a geodesic configuration montage where electrodes
57 and 60 are equivalent to 10-20 electrodes Cz and Oz, respectively. The cap was fit using these
10-20 sites and inion, nasion, and preauricular points as landmarks. Electro-oculographic
channels were recorded from left and right outer canthi (referenced to each other) to monitor
horizontal eye movements and from below the right eye to monitor eye blinks. Nose and right
mastoid electrodes were recorded for later re-referencing off-line. All electrodes were referenced
to left mastoid during recording. EEG was digitized at 200 Hz with a bandpass of .01 to 100 Hz
and a gain of 20,000x. ERPs were calculated by averaging EEG over 1024 ms in each condition,
excluding trials with above threshold muscle activity, eye-blinks (by computing the amplitude of
the polarity inversion between lower eye and right frontopolar sites), horizontal eye, or other
movement artifacts, and time-locking to image onset with a 100-msec pre-stimulus baseline. A
minimum of 10 artifact-free trials was required for valid ERPs in each condition from each
subject.
Data Analysis. Behavioral measures (RT and accuracy) were submitted to mixed omnibus
ANOVAs that included a between-subjects factor of List and a within-subjects factors of Study
(same, different, unstudied) and Typicality (high, low), and were performed with different
combinations of response types, old, new, same and similar.
ERP measures were submitted to two omnibus mixed ANOVAs that included a between-subjects
factor of List and a within-subjects factor of Electrode. One ANOVA covered 4 midline sites and
included a within-subject factor of scalp Site (frontocentral and parieto-occipital). Another
ANOVA covered 26 lateral electrode pairs with a fourth within-subject factor of Hemisphere
(left, right) to assess hemispheric asymmetry. Huynh-Feldt adjustments to degrees of freedom
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corrected for violation of the sphericity assumption. To evaluate the hypotheses, the ANOVAs
included within-subject factors of Study (same, different, unstudied) and Typicality (high, low),
and were performed with different combinations of response types, old vs. new and same vs.
similar. Trials not categorized correctly by naming or button press were excluded.
Time periods analyzed were the same as prior ERP experiments (Schendan & Kutas,
2002, 2003; Schendan & Maher, 2009): (a) 148-199 ms assessed the early P150-N170 (i.e., a
frontocentral P150 and its polarity reversed posterior N170, Joyce & Rossion, 2005) that indexes
the earliest stage of perceptual categorization (Schendan et al., 1998); (b) 200-299 ms assessed
the frontopolar N200, which is larger for pseudo-objects than real objects (Schendan et al.,
1998); (c) 300-399 ms assessed the fronto-polar N350 proposed as a neurophysiological marker
of the object model selection system and object PRS (Schendan & Kutas, 2002, 2003); (d) 400499 ms assessed the mid-centrofrontal N390 conceptual analysis effect and the FN400 repetition
effect thought to reflect semantic processing and conceptual implicit memory (Paller, Voss,
Boehm, 2007) or episodic familiarity (Curran, 2002; Rugg et al., 1998) ; (e) 500-699 ms assessed
categorization effects on a broad central a late positive complex (LPC), indexing late secondary
categorization processes, such as naming (Schendan & Kutas, 2002), and P600 repetition effects,
indexing recollection from episodic explicit memory (Duarte et al., 2004; Paller et al., 1995); (f)
700-900 assessed the late frontal slow wave (Schendan & Kutas, 2003).
To isolate effects, focal planned contrast ANOVAs were done at isolated midline sites or
lateral electrode pairs for times at which an ERP effect was maximal and overlapped least with
others, based on prior work and visual inspection: (1) 148-200 ms for the P150 at 57 and pair 2930; (2) 200-400 ms windows for the N3 complex at pairs 1-2, 3-4, 19-20, 29-30 anteriorly and
21-22, 31-32, 33-34 (polarity inversion) posteriorly; (3) 400-500 ms at pairs 1-2, 3-4, 19-20, 2948

30 for the anterior N400; (4) 500 -700 ms for the LPC at pairs 53-54 and 55-56 and P600 at pairs
51-52 and 43-44; (5)700-900 ms at pair11-12 for the slow wave.

Experiment 1: Results
Note: All analyses were limited to objects named correctly in the study and post-ERP naming
sessions.

Performance
Response Times (RTs).
For comparisons with categorization version, trials were included regardless of
recognition responses. As was the case for the categorization version, all RTs were within 2.5
standard deviations of the mean of each subject‟s overall responses.
For the recognition version, main effects of Study (F[2,36]= 64.35, p < .0001), showed
that participants were faster to give old/new responses for same than new, and same than
different (ps < . 0000001), but priming for different objects was not found. For the same analysis
with trials restricted to correct memory responses, a main effect of Study (F[2,36]= 52.2, p <
.0000001) revealed priming for same and different objects, as all pairwise effects showed
significance (ps <.0002) where responses were from fastest to slowest: same, different, and then
new.
The categorization version showed main effects of Study (F[2,36]= 46.9, p =.000006)
where participants were faster to indicate whether or not they could categorize objects for same
than new, and same than different (ps < . 0000001), but priming for different objects was not
found. Unlike the recognition version, participants were faster overall for high than low
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typicality objects (F[1,18]= 50.8, p =.000006), and Study interacted with Typicality (F[2,36]=
3.34, p =.046) such that study effects with high typicality objects revealed significance for all
pairwise comparisons (ps <.013) while the pattern of pairwise results for low typicality objects
(ps < .00001) matched that of the main effects of study (Figure 3).

ERPs
In reporting Study effects, Same Repetition effects will refer to significant differences
between same and new, Different Repetition effects will refer to significant differences between
different and new, and Exemplar-Specificity will refer to significant differences between same
and different. All significant omnibus and focal Study effects were followed up with planned
pairwise comparisons.
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Main Analysis
For the main analysis, ERPs were compared regardless of memory responses, as was
done for the categorization version. Where significant omnibus Study effects were found, same
objects were more positive than new or different objects, which did not differ. Low typicality
objects were more negative than high where significant Typicality effects were found. These
patterns were also found for focal analyses, except where noted.

148-200 ms.
No significant effects were found during this time.

200-300 ms.
Study effects on the N3 complex began during this time, where new and different objects,
which did not differ from each other, were more negative than same objects at frontal sites
(Figures 4-6 & 7b).
Typicality effects on the N3 also began during this period, as low typicality objects were
more negative than high at all sites save for polarity reversed posterior ones, where high was
more positive than low (Figure 8b).
Two patterns of Study by Typicality interaction started during this time. One pattern
evident for omnibus only, showed larger Study effects for high than low typicality objects (same
repetition and exemplar specificity only) and greater Typicality effects for same than different or
new objects. The other interaction pattern was found at posterior electrodes only where different
objects were more negative than same or new objects, which did not differ (Figure 9), a pattern
not observed for the categorization version.
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Omnibus. Results showed an interaction of Study by Electrode at lateral sites
(F[54,972]= 3.11, p =.006) and Study by midline Lobe (F [2,36]= 4.39, p =.02), where mean
differences were larger, though not significant, for central than posterior electrodes. Typicality
interacted with lateral Electrode (F [27,486]= 9.02, p <.0001) and with midline Lobe (F [1,18]=
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7.68, p =.013) where mean differences were again larger but not significant for central than
posterior electrodes
Typicality interacted with Study for both analyses (Fs >3.9; ps <.03) where lateral simple
analyses showed study effects for high typicality objects only (F [2,36]= 4.003, p =.027 ; same
objects were more positive than different, p = .01) and Typicality x Electrode effects for same
and different, but not new, objects (ps <.05).
Focals. Results showed main effects of Study at frontopolar pairs 1-2 and 3-4 (Fs >3.39;
ps <.046; repetition effects for same but not different objects and exemplar specificity, ps < .05).
Main effects of Typicality (low more negative than high) were found for frontal and
centrofrontal pairs 3-4, 19-20 and 29-30 (Fs >5.1; ps <.04) while polarity reversed effects (low
more positive than high) were found for posterior pairs 21-22, 31-32, 33-34, 43-44 and 49-50 (Fs
>8.3; ps <.02).
Typicality and Study interacted at electrode pairs 21-22, 33-34 and 43-44 (Fs >4.08; ps
<.025). Simple breakdown revealed Study effects for low typicality objects only at pairs 21-22
(exemplar specificity only, p<.05) and 43-44 (different repetition only, p<.05). All three pairs
showed different typicality effects (low more positive than high, ps <. 05), while only pair 21-22
showed typicality effects for same objects (low more positive than high, p<.05)

300-400 ms.
Study (Figures 4-6 & 7b) and typicality (Figure 8b) effects that started on the N3
complex between 200 and 300 ms continued and became maximal during this time period.
Omnibus. Results showed main effects of Study for both midline and lateral analyses (Fs
>3.2; ps < .05; both showed same repetition, ps < .05) and an interaction of Study by Electrode
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for lateral analyses (F [54,972]= 3.92, p =.01). Study by Electrode and Study by midline Lobe
effects that revealed anterior to posterior effect differences were found for the midline analysis
(Fs >3.31; ps <.049) where breakdown by Lobe showed effects for central but not posterior sites
(F [2,36]= 4.29, p =.021; same repetition effects only, p < .03). The electrode breakdown showed
significance for all but the posterior-most electrode (Fs >2.5; ps <.05), with pairwise effects
showing same repetition (ps < .01) for all three electrodes, but different repetition for posterior
electrode 59 only (p < .05). Typicality interacted with Electrode at lateral sites (F [27,486]= 9.5,
p <.001) and with midline Lobe (F [1,18]= 6.9, p =.016), where effects were found for anterior
sites only, (p =.038).
A Typicality by Study by Electrode interaction was found for both lateral and midline
analyses (Fs >2.2; ps <.048) along with a four-way interaction of Typicality by Study by midline
Lobe by Electrode (F [2,36]= 3.37, p =.045).
Simple breakdown for midline interactions showed a dissociation of effects from anterior
to posterior. For breakdown by midline Lobe, a significant effect of Study was found for high
typicality items at central sites (F [2,36]= 4.95, p =.013; same repetition and exemplar
specificity, ps < .05) while significant effects of Study dissociating high (F [2,36]= 4.2, p =.023;
same repetition, p <.05) and low (F [2,36]= 4.2, p =.023; different repetition, p < .05) typicality
objects were found at posterior sites. Typicality effects were found at central sites only, and then
only for same repeated objects (ps < .05).
Further breaking down the interaction by midline Electrode continued to show an anterior
to posterior dissociation, as Study effects were found for high typicality objects only at central
electrodes 57 and 58 (Fs >4.3; ps <.02) while Study effects were found for low typicality objects
only at posterior sites 59 and 60 (Fs >3.6; ps <.038; different repetition effects for both, ps <
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.05). Typicality effects for same objects only were found at electrodes 57, 58 and 59 (Fs >6.2; ps
<.045).
Focals. Results showed main effects of study at frontopolar pairs 1-2, 3-4, 19-20, and 2930 (Fs >7.1; ps <.004). Pairwise comparisons showed that frontal pairs 1-2 and 3-4 exhibited
same repetition and exemplar specificity (ps < .01) and centrofrontal pairs 19-20 and 29-30
showed same repetition only (ps < .02).
Main effects of typicality (low more negative than high) were found for frontal and
centrofrontal pairs 1-2, 3-4, 19-20, 29-30 (while polarity reversed effects (low more positive than
high) were found for posterior pairs 21-22, 31-32, 33-34 and43-44 (Fs >5.7; ps <.03).
Typicality and Study interacted at electrode pairs 21-22, 31-32, 33-34, 43-44 and 49-50
(Fs >7.9; ps <.002). All pairs showed the same pattern: study effects for low typicality objects
only (Fs >3.7; ps <.01; exemplar specificity and different repetition effects, ps < .05) and
typicality effects for different objects only, (Fs >11.17; ps <.001), see Figure 9.

400-500 ms.
Like the categorization version same repetition and exemplar specificity were found at
frontal and centrofrontal sites during this time. However, the recognition version did not show
generalization to different exemplars on a posterior N400 as was found for the categorization
version. Typicality effects continued, but were not as widespread.
Omnibus. Results showed main effects of Study for both midline and lateral analyses (Fs
>7.1; ps <.002; same repetition and exemplar specificity for both, ps < .02) and an interaction of
Study by Electrode at lateral sites (F [54,972]= 5.89, p <.0001). At midline sites, simple
breakdowns for effects of Study by Electrode and Study by Electrode by midline Lobe (Fs >4.1;
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ps <.025) showed significance for both lobe sites (Fs >4.7; ps <.015; same repetition only, ps <
.05) and significant effects for all electrodes except posterior-most 60 (Fs >6.4; ps <.005; same
repetition for all three, ps < .05). Electrode 59 showed different repetition effects (p < .05).
Typicality interacted with Study at lateral sites (F [2,36]= 3.43, p =.043), where both high
and low typicality objects showed same repetition, but only high showed exemplar specificity (ps
< .05). Typicality effects were found for same and different objects (ps < .05).
A midline interaction of Typicality by Study (F [2,36]= 4.97, p =.012) revealed Study
effects for high typicality objects (F [2,36]= 11.2, p <.001; same repetition and exemplar
specificity, ps < .001) while simple breakdown for low typicality objects showed an interaction
with electrode (discussed in Typicality by Study by Electrode results below). Typicality effects
were found for same repeated objects only (p = .002).
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A Typicality by Study by Electrode interaction at midlines (F [2,36]= 3.6, p =.037)
showed a different pattern of effects between anterior and posterior sites by typicality. Study
effects for high typicality objects were found for all electrodes (ps < .05) with same repetition at
all sites and exemplar specificity at all but posterior-most site 60 (ps < .04). Study effects for low
typicality objects were found at sites 58 and 59 only (Fs >3.56; ps <.038), where both electrodes
showed exemplar specificity (ps< .05), but 58 showed same repetition while 59 showed different
repetition (ps < .05). Typicality effects were found for same repeated objects only at all leads
except the most posterior (ps < .05).
Focals. Focal results showed main effects of Study at frontal pairs 1-2, 3-4, 19-20 and
29-30 (Fs > 10.54, ps <.001; all planned pairwise analyses showed same repetition and exemplar
specificity, ps < .01).
Main effects of Typicality were found for centrofrontal pairs 19-20 and 29-30 and
Typicality interacted with Hemisphere at pair 31-32 (Fs > 4.43, ps <.05), where significance was
found on the left only (p = .031).
Typicality and Study interacted at electrodes 21-22, 31-32, and 33-34 (Fs >3.53; ps
<.042), where all three pairs showed Typicality effects for different objects only (ps < .025).

500-700 ms.
Like frontal N3 effects, the LPC and P600 showed Study effects that were specific to the
same exemplar, and no repetition effects for different exemplars (Figures 4-6 & Figure 10b).
Typicality and Study were modulated independently.
Omnibus. Results showed main effects of Study for both midline and lateral analyses (Fs
>16.1; ps <.0001; both showed same repetition and exemplar specificity, ps < .0001).
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Interactions of Study by Electrode, Study by Hemisphere and Study by Hemisphere by Electrode
were found for lateral analyses (Fs >1.8; ps <.02). Simple effects for the Study by Hemisphere
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interaction showed effects for both hemispheres (Fs >4.15; ps <.0001). Pairwise effects for both
hemispheres matched that of the main effect of Study (ps < .01).
At midline sites, interactions of Study by Lobe and Study by Lobe by Electrode were
found (Fs >5 ; ps <.013). Both anterior and posterior Lobe sites and all four electrodes showed
significant Study effects (Fs >9.5; ps <.001), and all pairwise comparisons showed same
repetition and exemplar specificity (ps < .05). Driving the interactions of Study by Lobe were
larger Typicality effects for central pair 57-58.
Focal. Focal results showed that main effects of Study were significant at all P600/LPC
focal sites (Fs> 8.95, ps < .002) where all pairwise results showed same repetition and exemplar
specificity (ps < .01).

700-900 ms.
While this time window was intended to measure the slow wave, LPC/P600 effects were
still active at central and posterior electrodes, yielding similar results to the 500-700 ms time
window. For this reason, only focal results for planned centrofrontal pair 11-12 are presented
here, as visual inspection confirms that the effect is active there. These results showed main
effects of Study for pair 11-12 (F [2,36]= 6.59, p =.005) such that exemplar specificity and
different repetition were found (ps < .05), see Figure 11.
Pure Typicality ERPs
For “pure” typicality effects (i.e., without repetition), a separate analysis was done
looking at high versus low typicality effects for new objects only. Non-cognitive electrode
factors for omnibus and focal analyses were identical to the main analysis. There was only one
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significant result, at focal pair 29-30 from 200-300 ms, where low typicality was more negative
than high (F [1,18]= 5.19, p =.035).

Correct Memory
This analysis included trials where subjects endorsed new objects as new, same objects as
old and exactly the same, and different objects as old and similar. Seventeen subjects had enough
trials meeting that criteria (minimum trials = 10) to be included. Omnibus and focal analyses
were done identically to the main analysis. As the purpose of this analysis was to assess whether
generalization was observed on the P600 or LPC components, this is the time period reported.
For both the LPC and P600, results replicated the main analysis, as generalization to different
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exemplars was found for neither component. Main effects of study were found for lateral (F
[2,22]= 15.6, p <.0001) and midline (F [2,22]= 21.9, p <.0001) omnibus analyses, as well as all
focal sites (Fs< 8.4, ps =.003). In all cases, pairwise analyses showed same repetition and
exemplar specificity (ps <.003).

Different Repetition by Memory
NOTE: for this analysis only, participants’ memory responses will be referred to as unseen and
seen instead of new and old, respectively, to reduce confusion between factors.
This analysis was performed to assess the relative influence of recognition accuracy on
repetition as reflected by the LPC and P600 components. Due to trial numbers, the only analysis
that could hold memory and repetition constant was a 2x2 factorial comparing Repetition
(different Old vs. New) and subject-reported Memory (Unseen vs. Seen). Electrode factors for
omnibus analyses and focal analyses were done identically to the main analysis. While results
were not significant during the 500-700 ms LPC/P600 window, visual inspection showed that
effects were maximal from 600-800 ms, so analyses were done for that window.
Omnibus results were not significant. Focal analyses showed that repetition interacted
with memory at LPC electrode 58, though like previous analyses no main effects of repetition
were found. Simple effects were not significant, but means indicated a crossover interaction
where the direction of repetition effects depended on memory endorsement, and the best
predictor of LPC positivity was accuracy (Figure 12). For objects endorsed by subjects as Seen,
Different objects were more negative than New (9.56 to 7.93) while the opposite pattern was
found for objects endorsed as Unseen (7.48 to 9.59). Memory effects showed that different
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objects endorsed as seen were more positive than those endorsed as unseen (9.56 to 7.4), while
the opposite was found for new objects (7.93 to 9.59).

Direct Comparison: Categorization vs. Recognition Versions
The recognition version of this experiment was directly compared to the categorization
version by adding a factor of between-subjects factor of Experiment (categorization vs.
recognition), and performing omnibus and focal analyses as was done above for the main
analysis. The resulting analysis has 48 participants (24 in each experiment) and was completely
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counterbalanced across list. As only results that interacted with Experiment are reported, the “by
Experiment” designation is not included below. The direction of effects was the same for both
experiments except where noted.

Typicality
For omnibus analyses, Typicality did not interact with Experiment. Focal analyses
showed an interaction of Typicality by Hemisphere by Electrode at sites 1-2 & 3-4 together from
200-300 and 300-400 ms windows (Fs >6.906; ps <.014), and main effects of Typicality for
pairs 43-44 and 51-52 from 500-700 ms (Fs >4.41; ps <.043). All sites showed significance
exclusively for the categorization version with the exception of sites 1-2 & 3-4 together from
300-400 ms, where differences were greater for the categorization version (Figure 8a).

Study
For omnibus analyses, the only significant effect between 200 and 400 ms was an
interaction of Study by Electrode by Hemisphere from 200-300 ms (F [54,1944]= 1.728, p
=.042), where effects were found for the categorization version only. From 400-500 ms an
interaction of Study by Electrode was found for lateral analyses (F [54,1944]= 3.6, p =.003),
where effects were larger for the recognition version.
While no differences were found for the P600/LPC window from 500-700, differences
were found using a later window from 600-800 ms which was centered around the later/longer
recognition version peak (Figure 10). During this time window, midline and lateral main effects
of Study and interactions of Study by Electrode by midline Site were significant (Fs >3.94; ps
<.026), all being greater for the recognition version. From 700-900, interactions of Study by
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Electrode at lateral sites (F [54,1944]= 2.87, p =.019) and Study by Electrode by midline Site (F
[2,72]= 4.35, p =.02) were significant for the recognition version only (Figure 11).
Focal analyses revealed one significant effect through 400 ms, where a Study by
Hemisphere interaction was found for pair 3-4 between 300 and 400 ms with greater effects for
categorization than recognition, (F [2,72]= 3.316, p =.042). From 400-500, N400 effects at sites
21-22, 31-32, 33-34, 43-44 and 49-50 showed a significant main effect of Study (Fs >4.6; ps
<.014) where effects were present for categorization only. For the categorization version, all of
the pairs during this time period (save for 49-50) showed a pattern of generalization on the N400,
wherein same objects were attenuated compared to Different objects which are attenuated
compared to New objects, a pattern not found for any recognition version analysis (Figure 7).
While no differences were found from 500-700 ms, the 600-800 ms window showed
main effects of Study at electrode 58 and at pairs 53-54 and 55-56 (Fs >5.16; ps <.009) where
effects were present for recognition only (Figure 10). Difference were also found from 700-900
ms where effects were significant from 700-900 ms only, (F [2,36]= 3.89, p =.025).

Interactions of Typicality and Study
For all effects that include a Typicality by Study interaction, effects were found for the
recognition version only (see main analysis). For omnibus analyses, an interaction of Typicality
by Study was found at midline sites from 200-300 ms (F [2,72]= 3.42, p =.038) and an
interaction of Typicality by Study by Electrode was found from 400-500 ms at midline sites (F
[2,72]= 3.24, p =.045). At focal sites, Typicality interacted with Study at pairs 21-22, 33-34 and
43-44 from 200-300 and 300-400 and pairs 31-32 and 49-50 from 300-400 ms (Fs >3.18; ps
<.047), reflecting a different pattern of Study effects for high versus low (Figure 9).
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Typicality Effects for New Objects
For “pure” typicality effects (i.e., without repetition), a separate analysis was done
looking at how typicality effects for new objects differed between categorization and recognition
experiments. Electrode factors for omnibus and focal analyses were done identically to the main
analysis, but with a cognitive within subjects factor of new Typicality (high vs. low) and
between subjects factor of Experiment (categorization vs. recognition). All reported effects
interacted with experiment.
For all significant differences, effects were present for the categorization version only
(Figure 8b). Omnibus results showed a main effect of Typicality at lateral sites from 400-500 ms
(F [1,36]= 4.7, p =.037). Focal analyses revealed significant effects of Typicality from 200-300
ms at pairs 1-2, 3-4 and pair 21-22 (Fs >4.45; ps <.042) and from 300-400 ms for pairs 1-2, 2122 (Fs >4.39; ps <.043).

Perceptual Similarity
While the current experiment did not manipulate the perceptual similarity of exemplar
pairs, a post-hoc analysis was done to assess the effects of perceptual similarity on different
repetition effects. Six people rated the global shape similarity of each pair of different
exemplars. Based on these rating, pairs were divided by median split and quartiles. Analyses
were performed comparing high vs. low (medians and distal quartiles) perceptual similarity.
Reporting is restricted to the focal sites of putative form specific stages of object knowledge
access, including the early “first pass” (Schendan & Stern, 2007) P150/N170 and the N3
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complex to address the question of whether these sites and time periods are modulated by
perceptual similarity.
Unlike previous results, work controlling perceptual similarity did show effects for
different exemplars on the frontopolar N3 complex and/or polarity inverted posterior
components (Schendan & Maher, 2009) such that greater negativity was found frontally for
exemplars that were perceptually dissimilar compared to those that were similar, or vice-versa
for polarity inverted posterior components (Figure 13).
For the recognition version, Similarity interacted with Hemisphere from 148-200 for
electrode pair 29-30 for both the median and quartile analyses (Fs >6.38; ps <.03). The median
analysis showed significant effects on the left only (p =.012), while quartile showed no
significance but bigger differences (similar-dissimilar) on the left (.68) than the right (.23). Main
effects of similarity were found on the N3 complex for median and quartile analyses for pairs 1-2
and 29-30 for 200-500 ms time windows (Fs >4.39; ps <.05), for pair 3-4 for 200-400 ms time
windows (Fs >4.9; ps <.04). Polarity inverted effects were found for pair 21-22 from 300-400 ms
for the quartile analysis (F [1,18]= 4.51, p = .048).
For the categorization version, 24 subjects were available for a median split analysis
while only 21 were available for distal quartile analysis due to trial number limitations.
Significant similarity effects on the N3 were found as polarity inverted effects that were stronger,
or exclusive, for left hemisphere sites. Similarity interacted with Hemisphere for pair 31-32
during windows from 200-500 ms for median analysis (F s> 4.81, ps <.042) and from 200-300
for quartile analysis (F [1,18]= 5.13, p =.039). Pair 43-44 showed an interaction of Similarity
by Hemisphere for quartile analysis only (F [1,18]= 6.79, p =.02) from 300-400 ms. Greater
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negativity for dissimilar objects was found on the anterior N400 for median and quartile analyses
from 400-500 ms at pair 29-30 (Fs> 5.6, ps <.028).
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Experiment 1: Discussion

Study Effects
Form Knowledge
Early effects on the N3 complex at frontopolar sites from 200-400 ms were task
independent (Figure 7) save for greater effects on the right for the recognition version (see
electrode 2). For both tasks, previously seen objects were attenuated (i.e., more positive)
compared to new or different exemplar objects, which did not differ from each other. This
pattern of results is consistent with the early frontopolar N3 reflecting task-independent access of
form knowledge from a PRS (Schendan & Maher, 2009) that does not generalize to differently
shaped category exemplars.

Conceptual Object Knowledge
Study effects from 300-500 ms on the centrofrontal N3 showed the same pattern of
effects as the frontopolar N3. Consistent with predictions, effects were smaller for the
recognition than categorization version (Figure 7c, electrode 19), though this difference was not
significant. While previous evidence suggests that these components reflect conceptual
knowledge (Paller, Voss, & Boehm, 2007), which may be specific for objects (Schendan &
Maher, 2009), generalization to different exemplars was not found for main effects of Study for
either experiment at these sites.
However, evidence for generalization was found in the breakdown of Typicality by Study
by Experiment interactions at midline electrodes from 200-400 ms, where generalization is seen
for high typicality items only when participants were categorizing objects, a difference also
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reflected in performance (Figure 3). Further visual inspection of high vs. low typicality Study
effects during this time period reveals that nearby electrodes show the same general pattern of
effects.
In an effort to characterize the differences observed during this time period, a post-hoc
comparison of high and low typicality items was performed for both experiments at the electrode
representing the anterior maximum of the effect. Electrode 30 (Figure 14a) shows this pattern, as
effects of Study with high typicality objects shows generalization between 200 and 400 ms, but
only for high typicality items and exclusively for the categorization version. To characterize the
scalp distribution of the effect pattern across the three levels of Study, a 60 electrode map
showing an F test (by order) and pairwise follow-up at each electrode can be seen in Figure 14b.
Because this centrofrontal N3 effect shows a different effect pattern over time than more
posterior electrodes, which maximally diverge about 100 ms later, it is unlikely to be the anterior
extent of the parietal N400, though this possibility cannot be ruled out.
Generalization effects on the centrofrontal N3 that are distinct from the N400 and found
for tasks requiring access of cortical knowledge compared to recognition recollection suggest,
along with other work (Ganis & Kutas, 2003; Hamm, Johnson & Kirk, 2002; Holcomb &
McPherson, 1994; McPherson & Holcomb, 1999; Schendan & Maher, 2009; Schendan & Kutas,
2002) that the centrofrontal N3 reflects conceptual knowledge about objects that is different from
modality general knowledge reflected by the N400 (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). That these
effects are not seen for low typicality objects, and were weak overall, may be due to the
typicality manipulation itself. For each exemplar pair, a low typicality object was present at
study, followed by a high typicality version at test or vice-versa. It follows that these strange
versions of objects might not activate categorical representations to the same degree as more
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typical version, and that these low typicality objects would seem to have greater influence in the
test than prime position.

Another frontal negativity, the FN400 (Curran , Tanaka and Weiskpf ,2002; Voss &
Paller, 2006), is similar in timing, scalp distribution, and polarity to the centrofrontal N3. The
proposal that the FN400 reflects a recognition memory process, dissociable from episodic
recollection or priming for familiar stimuli (Yonelinas, 2002) is not supported by this data. If the
FN400 effect reflects a distinct form of recognition memory that indexes conscious feelings of
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familiarity (Rugg & Curran, 2007), then one would expect bigger FN400 effects during a
recognition memory test, and these processes should show greater generalization when compared
to an indirect memory test. In fact, the opposite occurred, as the recognition version showed
almost no generalization (Figure 14) and was smaller than the categorization version (Figure 7c),
consistent with a conceptual priming interpretation of the FN400 (Paller, Voss, Boehm, 2007;
Voss & Paller, 2006, 2007) and linking it to other centrofrontal N3 work.

N400
Posterior N400 effects were larger and only showed generalization for the categorization
version (Figures 7 & 10), consistent with predictions that categorization would drive greater
cortically dependent knowledge than would recognition, which relies more on the MTL (Corkin,
2002; Schacter et al., 1996; Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1991). The anterior N400 (or frontopolar
N450, see Schendan & Maher, 2009), on the other hand, was found for both experiments (though
only on the left for the categorization version), and was perceptually/exemplar specific (Figure
7), suggesting a dissociation of the anterior and posterior components.
The posterior N400 is thought reflect modality general semantic representation (Kutas &
Federmeier, 2011) while anterior N400 effects have been found for semantically related pictures
(Holcomb & McPherson, 1994; McPherson & Holcomb, 1999), concrete compared to abstract
words (West & Holcomb, 2000), and for categorization by naming compared to categorization
by rating of shape when identifying impoverished objects (Schendan & Maher, 2009). This
would be consistent with dual code theory (Paivio, 1990), which posits separate representational
systems for semantic information related to images versus concepts. By this account, a larger and
more conceptual semantic context indexed by the posterior N400 may be important when
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categorizing but not recollecting objects. A modality specific semantic store might be more
automatically activated upon seeing an object, but not generalize to a larger semantic context,
accounting for the perceptually/exemplar specific pattern of anterior N400.

Prediction and Testing
The 2SI model (Schendan & Stern, 2007) has posited a dissociation of object model
prediction (early centrofrontal N3) and verification (early frontopolar N3) processes by
categorization vs. recognition task (Schendan & Lucia, submitted). The hypothesis proposes that
there is a constrained set of task-relevant possible object models for recognition (i.e., objects
from the study session) compared to categorization (could be any extant object) which should
lessen prediction, but not verification, demands for recognition
Though effects started earlier at centrofrontal leads for the categorization version, this
difference was maximal on the central P150, not the early centrofrontal N3, a pattern that does
not support the model.

P150
According to the 2SI model, the feed-forward first-pass through ventral areas reflects
activation of broad categorical shape representations, such as the difference between faces and
objects, and is reflected by the P150 (Schendan & Stern, 2007). For reasons that are not clear,
perceptually/exemplar specific Study effects were found for the categorization version only
(Figure 7, electrode 19). The 2SI model would predict task independent effects on the P150 as
were found for the N3 complex, since the first pass would be automatically activated by the
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presence of an object, or at the least as automatically activated as the putatively finer-grained N3
complex would be.
This result would suggest that the cognitive context within which objects are viewed
influences how those objects are processed from a very early stage, that the form knowledge
influenced at this stage is specific to a particular exemplar, and that this context is not in play
during the frontopolar N3, which was task independent.
Work has shown that semantic information is accessed so early that it may precede
figure-ground segmentation, (Peterson, 2001) though this work shows generalization across
exemplars, so may not be the early process indexed here. While previous ERP work has shown
activation of object knowledge during this time (Thorpe, Fize & Marlot, 1996), this activation
was also thought to reflect a feed-forward pass through ventral areas, seemingly inconsistent
with task effects for the same reasons as the 2SI model. Another possibility, then, is that the
P150 is indeed indexing a first feed-forward pass through objects specific regions of the ventral
stream, and this activity is affected by cognitive context. Although this seems strange
considering a lack of task effects on the frontopolar N3, it raises the possibility that the N3 is
affected by task but was not detected here, or that lateralization differences between experiments
(Figure 7, electrode 2) may be reflecting a task-specific process. It is also possible that greater
attentional effort for the recognition version may account for differences, though work has
shown the P150 to be insensitive to this (Cauquil, Edmonds, & Taylor, 2000).

LPC/P600
As was the case for the categorization version, the parietocentral LPC and
occipitotemporal P600 showed more positivity for same repeated objects than different exemplar
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or new items, which did not differ, (Figure 10). Contrary to predictions, generalization was not
found on the LPC or P600 during the recognition task. This prediction was based on work
showing that the LPC reflects episodic recollection (e.g., Friedman & Johnson, 2000; Paller &
Kutas, 1992; Rugg et al., 1998), while the P600 reflects a process related to exacting repetition or
evaluation of memory match, as evidenced by repetition effects for changes in local contours
with global shape preserved (Schendan & Kutas, 2007).
It was further posited that a recognition task requiring same/similar responses would
reveal the largest effects of generalization to different exemplars on the LPC, as to correctly
endorse these items as similar requires accurate engagement of explicit memory. However, this
was not the case, even with analyses including only correct memory trials.
While the LPC and P600 showed the same pattern of effects for the categorization and
recognition versions, visual inspection of waveforms suggest that onset of LPC/P600 was similar
(complicated by lack of N400 divergence for recognition compared to categorization), but that
recognition peaked later and diverged longer, being maximal around 100 ms later than the
categorization analysis. While the reason for this time course difference is unclear, one
possibility is the task difference itself. The recognition task requires an effortful memory search
and conscious evaluation of accuracy, which lead to later RTs (Figure 3).
Different Repetition by Memory. A direct comparison of different repetition (different
exemplar or new) and memory response (new or old) revealed a pattern on the LPC where
greater positivity was found for correct responses, be it a hit or a correct rejection. Main effects
of repetition, however, were not significant. Consistent with previous work dissociating the LPC
and P600, this result was found for LPC electrode 58 only.
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While this analysis was not planned, and represents only a subset of subjects (n=13) due
to trial number limitations, it suggests the possibility that the LPC does not index episodic recall
per se, but is instead modulated by a meta-memory process relating to memory accuracy. An
explanation that the LPC reflects activation of a stimulus bound representation, even a
conceptual one, would also not account for this result, as the LPC is larger with greater accuracy,
not when a similar object is encountered.

Slow Wave
After 700 ms, a slow wave component, maximal at centrofrontal electrodes, showed
Study effects that did generalize to different exemplars. These effects were bigger for the
recognition version, though were present for both experiments. Previous literature (García-Larrea
& Cézanne-Bert, 1998) has implicated the slow wave as potentially indexing working memory,
consistent with the idea that participants need to compare objects at test to those at study,
requiring instantiation of old objects in working memory. Further, this would be more difficult
for different than same objects, which are actually being viewed at test, resulting in greater
differences for recognition than categorization.

Typicality Effects

Main Effects
Consistent with work showing that experience with objects or object categories improves
performance and changes brain responses (Gauthier et al., 1997; Gauthier, et al., 2000; Scott et
al., 2006; Tanaka, et al., 2006), and work showing that the N3 complex is more negative when
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categorization is made more difficult (Schendan & Kutas, 2002, 2003; Schendan & Maher, 2009)
the frontopolar N3 complex showed greater negativity for objects rated as less typical (Figure 8).
This difference was widespread, and was also found on the centrofrontal N3 and both the frontal
and posterior N400, putatively mapping onto work showing that semantic integration at all levels
is made easier with more lifetime encounters. Typicality effects started earlier and were larger
for the categorization than recognition version, consistent with greater cortical knowledge access
for categorization than recollection.

New Objects
For new items, the recognition version yielded effects on the centrofrontal N3 at one
focal pair, and on the LPC at one electrode, where both showed greater positivity for more
typical objects. Differences between categorization and recognition were much bigger for new
items (Figure 8), as significant effects for the categorization version were found for the entire N3
complex, anterior and posterior N400, and the LPC/P600. Task differences for new typicality
objects are stronger evidence than main effect differences in showing that cortical knowledge is
activated to a greater extent by categorization, since cortical knowledge activation for same items
is not present.
Seemingly counter to interpretations that anterior N400 Study effects reflect
automatically activated and modality specific semantic representation, new typicality effects on
the anterior N400 are completely absent for the recognition, but not categorization, task. This
lack of effects might in part be explained by looking at the effect pattern for anterior N400 Study
effects, which were specific to a particular exemplar. It may be that the semantic context
reflected by the anterior N400 is narrow, at least relative to the posterior N400, and its activation
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requires repetition of a similar object or cognitive context that stresses cortical knowledge for
effects to be seen

Interactions of Study and Typicality
Typicality interacted with Study from 200-500 ms at occipital leads where different items
were more positive than same and new items for low but not high typicality items, which did not
differ from each other, and typicality effects were found for different objects only (Figure 9).
This pattern was not found or the categorization version, and was exclusive for low items. The
component on which the effect is found seems to be a polarity reversed N3, though frontal
electrodes do not show this pattern.
Although the interpretation of this pattern in unclear, an explanation may be related to the
odd nature of the low typicality objects. One possibility is that for the recognition version, the
context within which participants‟ allocated attention, deliberately looking for different
exemplars of study session objects and then seeing odd exemplars of those categories, made odd
versions of objects stand out more than during the categorization version, driving greater
processing costs than for same or new objects.

Perceptual Similarity
For both experiments, different exemplar pairs that were lower in perceptual similarity
showed greater negativity on the frontopolar and centrofrontal N3 components, or positivity on
polarity inverted posterior components (Figure 13). At most sites for both experiments, the
difference between high and low similarity pairs was larger when perceptual similarity is
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compared by distal quartiles compared to median split, indicating that the N3 complex is
modulated as a function of perceptual similarity.
While these analyses are post-hoc comparisons of wholly different sets of objects by
condition, the results suggest that the form representations or processes indexed by the N3
complex generalize to different exemplars, accounting for the ability to recognize novel category
exemplars.
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Experiment 2
People are quickly able to categorize objects they have never seen before if the object is
from a known category. A potential explanation for this ability is that object representations are
related at some level by global form similarity. Cortical knowledge systems that support
semantic representations show organization by graded semantic relation (Collins & Loftus,
1975), which makes ecological sense considering the nature of the knowledge being represented.
As object representations are also putatively stored in cortical knowledge systems (Grill-Spector,
2001; Schacter, et al., 1990), and some level of form information extracted from objects is used
to accomplish novel categorization, it is reasonable to posit that object representations may, at
some level, be associated in a manner that makes ecological sense for the nature of form
information, that is, by global form similarity, which may be abstracted across the basic level of
a given category (Rosch et al., 1976). Following this, a similarly shaped category prototype
would be activated upon perceiving a novel categorical exemplar, leading to activation of
appropriate semantic and conceptual information. Some categorization and object representation
schemes are more amenable to novel categorization across the basic level by some aspects of
form similarity (Biederman, 1987) while others more easily explain specific object model
retrieval (Tarr, 2005; Ullman, 1996), and evidence exists for the possibility that both systems
may exist at different stages (Logothetis & Sheinberg, 1996).
It may make sense that previous work with category exemplars has been hit (Eddy et al.,
2007; Koutstaal et al, 2001; Marsolek, 1999; Simons et al., 2003) or miss (Chouinard et al.,
2008; Kim et al., 2009; Maher, 2008; Vuilleumier et al., 2002) in showing some level of visual
representational transfer for category exemplars, as none of these studies controlled for
perceptual similarity save for ones that maximized perceptual dissimilarity in attempts to rule out
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semantic representation in visual areas (Chouinard et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2009). A lack of
control over subordinate naming in previous category exemplar work (Chouinard et al., 2008;
Eddy et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2009; Koutstaal et al, 2001; Marsolek, 1999; Maher, 2008; Simons
et al., 2003; Vuilleumier et al., 2002) may also explain the lack of agreement in findings. This
problem is potentially exacerbated in that perceptual similarity and subordinate naming may
covary (Simons et al., 2003) or interact, such that a critical level of perceptual similarity and/or
semantic relatedness may be needed for form generalization to be observed.
These lines of evidence are consistent with representations in ventral visual areas
sufficiently abstract as to be activated by different exemplars of a basic level category, and which
may include semantic representation. However, if true, the extent of categorical and/or form
abstraction for these posited visual representations is not known, meaning a critical level of
semantic and/or form similarity might be necessary for transfer from study to test to be observed.
Of the studies that have found evidence for form generalization to different exemplars,
methodological limitations have restricted interpretations. While behavioral evidence has been
found that representational transfer across category exemplars in the visual system may exist
(Marsolek, 1999), and BOLD response evidence has potentially localized (Koutstaal et al, 2001;
Simons et al., 2003) that transfer to the ventral stream (left FG), neither behavioral nor BOLD
responses can speak temporally to which stage of visual processing is being reflected, whether it
is object model selection from a PRS or some later stage that reactivates earlier visual processing
areas. ERPs provide a millisecond reflection of neural events (Luck, 2005), with well-established
markers of different phases of object knowledge access (Schendan & Kutas, 2002, 2003;
Schendan & Maher, 2009), making the technique well suited to address the relevant questions.
The N3 complex is an ERP correlate of object model selection with subcomponents
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showing sensitivity not only to form representations in a PRS, but also to conceptual knowledge
about objects (Schendan & Maher, 2009), making it a good marker for investigating whether
representational form transfer is occurring. Object model selection, as indexed by the N3
complex, is sensitive to global object shape, but not local contours (Schendan & Kutas, 2007),
consistent with work showing reduction of BOLD response in LOC for line drawn versions of
previously seen photographs (Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000) and for perceived shape regardless of
local contour changes for repeated nonsense shapes (Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001).
Prior ERP work in our lab with category exemplars (Maher, 2008) showed no transfer to
category exemplars on the frontopolar N3, as effects were found only on components
(centrofrontal N3, anterior and posterior N400) that have previously (Holcomb & McPherson,
1994; McPherson & Holcomb, 1999; Schendan & Maher, 2008; Voss & Paller, 2006, 2007) been
shown to reflect semantic or conceptual relatedness. Additionally, at no time period was a pattern
found showing lateralized differences of exemplar specificity versus exemplar generalization, as
previous work has shown evidence for (Eddy et al., 2007; Koutstaal et al, 2001; Marsolek, 1999;
Simons et al., 2003).
An additional factor of object typicality in our previous work (Maher, 2008) may have
obscured evidence for transfer to different exemplars. For all repetition conditions, an atypical
category exemplar was either a prime or target. From a prototypical categorization point of
view, atypical targets might not benefit or might benefit weakly from activation of the basic level
category, and atypical primes may provide little priming of a basic level category, though this is
speculation. For this reason, the current study proposes to use perceptually similar and
categorically typical exemplars of the given category to probe when, and on which components,
generalization between exemplars might be found.
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The design for this experiment uses an indirect memory test where ERPs and behavior at
test will be analyzed for repetition effects, yielding a 2 repetition (perceptually similar old
exemplar versus unstudied) x 2 naming (subordinate name at test differs or not from exemplar at
study). As previous lab work using similar designs have shown N3 complex repetition effects for
identical items between 200 and 400 ms (Maher, 2008), an identical item repetition factor is
considered redundant.
Previous work indicates a dissociation of the N3 complex such that an earlier frontopolar
N3 indexes form specific representations, while a more posterior centrofrontal N3 reflects more
conceptual, but modality-specific, object knowledge (Schendan & Maher, 2009). Consistent with
this work, and in light of previously discussed problems with earlier work (Maher, 2008), we
predict that the N3 complex will be attenuated at test for perceptually similar exemplars
compared to new items regardless of namability, while only the centrofrontal N3 will be affected
by differences in naming from study to test. Although spatial localization with ERPs is
problematic (Luck, 2005), we might also expect these effects to be lateralized, as many of the
studies showing representational transfer have found greater effects on the left (Eddy et al., 2007;
Koutstaal et al, 2001; Marsolek, 1999; Simons et al., 2003).
This pattern of effects would indicate some level of object model organization by form
similarity during this stage of object knowledge retrieval. With all of the caveats that come with
null results, a lack of repetition effects on the N3 complex regardless of perceptual similarity
would be consistent with a flat structure for object representations during that time period
(Forsyth & Malik, 1997), where objects are not related by form similarity and/or a prototype
based categorization system is not active. As the N3 complex has shown sensitivity to different
views of the same object, this would be consistent with a MVPT (Peissig & Tarr, 2007) process
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that may be specific to a particular category exemplar, but not view. Further, this pattern first
being observed on the N400 would indicate that previous work showing semantic representation
in ventral visual areas may have been looking at post-model selection semantic processes that
reactivated ventral visual areas rather than object model selection per se (Koutstaal et al, 2001;
Marsolek, 1999; Simons et al., 2003).

Experiment 2: Methods
Experiment 2: Normative Pilot Methods
Materials. For 140 basic level categories of common objects, two-dimensional digital
images of four different exemplars of each category were taken from either copyright free
internet sources or from a commercially available source (e.g., Tarr & Yu, 1996). Objects were
chosen such that two of the four exemplars (targets) were similar in global shape and orientation
and two (control objects) were randomly chosen basic level category members used to control
for floor or ceiling effects during perceptual similarity ratings testing. Control objects were not
subject to naming norms. Stimulus presentation was programmed on ERPSystem (Holcomb,
2003). For naming norms, objects were converted to grayscale, appeared on a white background
and were resized to fit a rectangular area of 440 x 440 pixels. For perceptual similarity ratings,
pictures were resized to fit into a rectangular area of 512 x 384 to display all four category
exemplars simultaneously.
Design and Procedure. Subjects saw each object in randomized order on a 21" CRT
monitor with 1024 x 768 pixel resolution. After each object was presented, subjects provided a
basic level name (Rosch, 1976), a subordinate level name, and then rated the typicality ("How
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typical in appearance is the object of its named category?") of the object from 1 (least) to 7
(most).
After each exemplar was named and rated separately, a different group of raters saw all
four exemplars of each category simultaneously and rated the “global shape” and orientation
similarity of three of the objects to the comparator object, which was one of the two target
exemplars in each category. Each of the two target exemplars for each category was the
comparator equally often across subjects. For global shape a rating of 1 = “exactly the same
shape” and 7 = “very different in shape” were chosen. Subjects were instructed that a shape
similarity of “1” meant that the objects were identical so as to exclude any objects that subject
could not tell apart. Orientation similarity rating were also on a seven point scale, with 1 = “the
exact same orientation” to 7 = “very different orientation”.
Participants. 16 healthy Tufts University undergraduates volunteered for course credit.
All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were free of neurological or psychiatric
problems based on subjects‟ self report.
Analysis and Results. Objects not given the same basic level name by at least 80% of
subjects were discarded. For those that remained, categories were divided by whether pairs of
basic level exemplars differed by subordinate level naming (nameable) or not (unnamable).
Experiment 2: ERP Method
Materials. 280 grayscale photographs depicted two exemplars of 140 basic level
categories of objects chosen on the basis of pilot work (see above). All pictures were resized to
subtend 11 degrees of visual angle, based on prior ERP and fMRI research.
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Design. A 2 x 2 repeated measures factorial design had factors of different exemplar
Repetition (Old different exemplar, New item) and Name (differing at the subordinate level or
not), see Figure 15. The exemplar pairs were pseudo-randomly divided into four lists (two for
each level of the Name condition) that were equated for perceptual similarity, view similarity
and typicality. This made for four counterbalanced orders such that all stimuli were present
equally often in all conditions save for across Name, where different stimuli for each level of the
factor (category exemplars differed by subordinate name or not) made this impossible. Order was
included as a between subjects factor.
Procedure. Subjects sat in an electromagnetically shielded, sound attenuating chamber.
Stimuli were presented on a 21-inch cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor and were instructed about
the importance of keeping to a minimum head, face and eye movements during critical periods of
recording.
The procedure for the study session was exactly the same as for Experiment 1, save for a
different stimuli set that included 70 pictures. Study and test sessions were separated by a delay
of 10 minutes during which they received instructions on the categorization task used for the
indirect memory test, and practiced this task. Participants were naïve about the relationship
between study and test sessions and about any repeating object categories or exemplars.
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During the indirect memory test session, subjects saw 70 different exemplars from the
studied object categories, and 70 new objects from unstudied categories. Studied categories and
new pictures were intermixed pseudo-randomly. Each trial began with a fixation cross for a
variable duration (between 1750 and 2500 ms with increments of 50 ms) followed by one picture
of an object for 1100 ms and then a question mark for 3 s. Subjects were instructed to press one
button if they knew what the category of the object was and another if they did not. At the
question mark, subjects pressed one of two buttons indicating high or low confidence in their
categorization. To minimize EEG artifacts from facial movement, subjects named the objects
after the memory test session. All pictures were presented again using the exact same procedures,
except this time subjects were prompted after each picture to record the name of the object on a
form.
Participants. 16 healthy Tufts University undergraduates volunteered for course credit.
All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were free of neurological or psychiatric
problems based on subjects‟ self report.
Electrophysiology. Electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded using a 32 channel, silver/
silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrode cap with a geodesic configuration montage where electrodes
30 and 31 are equivalent to 10-20 electrodes Cz and Oz, respectively. The cap was fit using these
10-20 sites and inion, nasion, and preauricular points as landmarks. Electro-oculographic
channels were recorded from left and right outer canthi (referenced to each other) to monitor
horizontal eye movements and from below the right eye to monitor eye blinks. Nose and right
mastoid electrodes were recorded for later re-referencing off-line. All electrodes were referenced
to left mastoid during recording. EEG was digitized at 250 Hz with a bandpass of .01 to 100 Hz
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and a gain of 20,000 X. ERPs were calculated by averaging EEG over 1024 ms in each
condition, excluding trials with above threshold muscle activity, eye-blinks (by computing the
amplitude of the polarity inversion between lower eye and right frontopolar sites), horizontal
eye, or other movement artifacts, and time-locking to image onset with a 100-msec pre-stimulus
baseline. A minimum of 10 artifact-free trials was required for valid ERPs in each condition
from each subject.
Data Analysis. Time periods analyzed were identical to those of Experiment 1.
Behavioral measures (RT and accuracy) were submitted to mixed omnibus ANOVAs that
included a between-subjects factor of List and within-subjects factors of different exemplar
Repetition (Old different exemplar, New item) and Name (differing at the subordinate level or
not).
ERP measures were submitted to two omnibus mixed ANOVAs that included a between-subjects
factor of List and a within-subjects factor of Electrode. One ANOVA covered 6 midline sites and
included a within-subject factor of scalp Site (frontocentral and parieto-occipital). Another
ANOVA covered 13 lateral electrode pairs with a fourth within-subject factor of Hemisphere
(left, right) to assess hemispheric asymmetry. Huynh-Feldt adjustments to degrees of freedom
corrected for violation of the sphericity assumption. To evaluate the hypotheses, the ANOVAs
included the same within-subject factors as behavioral analyses.
To compare the relative effects of Repetition for nameable vs. unnamable pictures, which
necessarily were different pictures, difference waves were made of studied category subtracted
from unstudied category for nameable and unnamable objects, which were then compared
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directly. Depending on the pattern of effects, follow up control experiments will be performed to
address low level perceptual confounds.
To isolate effects, focal planned contrast ANOVAs were done at isolated midline sites or
lateral electrode pairs for times at which an ERP effect was maximal and overlapped least with
others, based on prior work and visual inspection: (1) 148 to 200 ms for the P150 at 27 and 28;
(2) 200-400 ms windows for the N3 complex at pairs 1-2, 3-4, 9-10 and 25-26 (polarity
inversion); (3) 400 to 500 ms at pairs 1-2, 3-4 & 9-10 for the anterior N400 ; (4) 500 to 700 ms
for the LPC at pair 21-22 and P600 at pair 25-26; (5)700-900 ms at electrode 27 for the slow
wave.
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Results: Experiment 2

Performance
Categorization Responses
Analysis of categorization responses revealed a main effect of Repetition (F[1,12]=10.76,
p =.0007) such that positive categorization responses were given more often for old (m=86.93)
than new (m=84.43) objects.
Response Times (RTs).
There were no significant differences found for response times.

Main Analysis ERPs
148-200 ms.
Repetition. Omnibus results revealed interactions of Repetition by Electrode by
Hemisphere (F [12,144]= 2.8, p =.01) and Repetition by Electrode by midline Site (F [2,24]=
4.54, p =.021). Visual inspection of waveforms and mean differences indicate that significant
effects here are the onset of the N3 complex and not the P150/N170, as effects that start here
continue on after 200 ms with the same scalp distribution (Figure 16 & 18a). Additionally,

effects were not present at typical P150 (~ CZ) / N170 (posterior) sites. Simple effects for the
midline interaction showed Repetition effects at anterior midline Sites only, which further broke
down to reveal that only frontal electrode 27 was significant (p =. 046).
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Naming. An interaction of Naming by Electrode by Hemisphere (F [12,144]= 5.46, p
<.01) was found at lateral sites. While significance was not found at focal electrodes, visual
inspection of waveforms and mean differences indicates that a P150 is slightly bigger on the
right (Figure 17) during this time period.

200-300 ms.
Waveforms were more negative for new than old on the N3 complex at frontal sites
during this time, while naming effects showed greater positivity for same than different at
posterior sites.
Repetition. Omnibus results showed interactions of Repetition by Electrode, Repetition
by Hemisphere, and Repetition by Hemisphere by Electrode (Fs >3.89, ps. < .037) at lateral
sites, with simple effects for the Repetition by Hemisphere interaction showing significant
effects on the left only (p = .026). Significant interactions of Repetition by Electrode, Repetition
by midline Site, and Repetition by midline Site by Electrode were found for the midline analysis
(Fs > 4.01, ps. < .034), where simple effects showed Repetition effects at anterior midline Sites
only, which further broke down to reveal that only frontal electrode 27 was significant (p = .03).
Focal results showed main effects of Repetition for frontopolar pair 1-2 and interactions
of Repetition by Electrode for pairs 1-2 , 3-4 and 9-10 ( Fs > 5.64, ps. < .036) , with simple
breakdowns for both revealing effects on the left only (ps < .03).
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Naming. Omnibus results showed an interaction of Naming by Electrode by Hemisphere (F
[12,144]= 3.49, p =.004) at lateral sites and a main effect of Naming and interaction of Naming
by midline Site for midline analyses (Fs > 5.34, ps. < .04), where simple breakdown revealed
effects for anterior and central sites only (ps < .04). Focal results showed an interaction of
Naming by Electrode at pair 25-26 (F [1,12]= 13.68, p =.003), where simple breakdown revealed
effects on the left only (p = .019) where same was more positive than different on a P250
component.
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300-400 ms.
N3 complex repetition effect continued during this time, while a centrofrontally maximal
N400 repetition and naming effects, such that greater negativity was found for new than old and
different than same named objects, began.
Repetition. Omnibus results showed interactions of Repetition by Hemisphere (F [1,12]=
11.31, p =.006) and Repetition by Hemisphere by Electrode (F [12,144]= 3.7, p = .001) at lateral
sites, with simple effects for the Repetition by Hemisphere interaction revealing greater, though
not significant, differences on the left . Focal results showed interactions of Repetition by
Electrode for pairs 1-2 and 3-4 (Fs > 6.3, ps. < .03), with simple effects revealing greater, though
not significant, differences on the left for both.
Naming. Omnibus results showed main effects of Naming for lateral and midline
analyses (Fs > 29.01, ps. < .0001). Interactions of Naming by Electrode and Naming by
Electrode by Hemisphere (Fs > 3.01, ps. < .02) were found at lateral sites. A midline interaction
of Naming by midline Site (F [2,24]= 4.85, p =.017), showed simple effects of Naming at
anterior and central sites only ( ps. < .01), and an interaction of Naming by Electrode at posterior
sites that resolved to show a greater, though non-significant, difference for electrode 31 than 32.
Focal results showed main effects of Naming at sites 3-4 and 9-10 (Fs > 15.18, ps. <
.003) and interactions of Naming by electrode at sites 23-24 and 25-26 (Fs > 5.85, ps. < .033),
where significance was found on the left only (ps < .05).
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400-500 ms.
Repetition effects on the N3 complex at left frontal sites ended during this time, while
centrofrontally maximal anterior N400 repetition and naming effects that began earlier continued
and were maximal during this time.
Repetition. No omnibus effects of Repetition were found during this time, though focal
results showed main effects of Repetition on a posterior N400 at electrodes 23-24 and 25-26 (Fs
> 5.41, ps. < .039). Interactions of Repetition by Electrode were found at pairs 1-2 and 3-4 (Fs >
5.33, ps. < .04), where simple breakdowns revealed differences on the left only, though effects
weren‟t significant.
Naming. Omnibus results showed main effects of Naming for lateral and midline
analyses (Fs > 17.44, ps. < .002) and interactions of Naming by Electrode and Naming by
Electrode by Hemisphere (Fs > 2.45, ps. < .05) at lateral sites. Focal results showed main effects
of Naming at sites 1-2, 3-4 and 9-10 (Fs > 4.83, ps. < .05) and an interaction of Naming by
Electrode for pair 25-26 (F [1,12]= 7.29, p =.019), where significance was found on the left only
(p < .05).

500-700 ms.
Waveforms showed greater positivity for old than new objects for repetition, and
different than same objects for naming, on a parietally maximal LPC/P600.
Repetition. Omnibus results revealed main effects of Repetition for lateral and midline
analyses (Fs > 5.64, ps. < .036), and interactions of Repetition by Hemisphere by Electrode and
Repetition by Hemisphere (Fs > 3.06, ps. < .043), where mean differences, and significance,
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was greater on the left (p = .001 ) than the right (p = .01). Focal analyses showed main effects of
Repetition for LPC pair 21-22 and P600 pair 25-26 (Fs > 6.05, ps. < .013).
Naming. Omnibus results revealed main effects of Naming for lateral and midline
analyses (Fs > 12.15, ps. < .005), and an interaction Naming by Electrode for lateral analyses (F
[12,144]= 2.96, p =.031). Focal analyses showed main effects of Naming for pairs 21-22 and 2526 (Fs > 6.22, ps. < .029), and an interaction of Naming by Electrode at pair 21-22 (F [1,12]=
8.74, p =.012), where differences were bigger on the left.

700-900 ms.
Effects during this time do not appear to be a slow wave, as they are maximal at parietal,
and not centrofrontal, electrodes. Omnibus results showed lateral interactions of Repetition by
Electrode, Repetition by Electrode by Hemisphere and Repetition by Hemisphere (Fs > 2.7, ps. <
.042), where significant effects were found on the left only (p=.043). Omnibus results showed a
main effect of Naming at midline sites (F [1,12]= 5.58, p =.036). Slow wave focal site 27 did not
show effects for Naming or Repetition.

Early Effects
Omnibus and focal analyses were done in the early P1 window (95-115 ms) to assess
whether later effects of Naming might be due to low-level perceptual differences, as different
stimuli were used for each level of Naming. The only significant Naming effect was an
interaction of Naming by midline Site (F [1,12]= 3.42, p =.049). While no sites were significant
the direction of differences between Same and Different changed from anterior to posterior, as
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anterior and central sites showed greater negativity for Different than Same (Same-Different = .6
& .4, respectively), while the opposite pattern was found for posterior sites (-.4).

Explicit Analysis
An alternative interpretation of Repetition effects found here could be that the N3
complex is modulated by explicit memory, or a different component corresponding to explicit
memory is being observed, and subjects simply thought they were seeing identical repetitions of
objects from study to test. To test this interpretation, participants again saw the test exemplars
pseudorandomly presented one at a time during a third run. Participants were told that for each
category, they were presented with an exact repetition from study to test (which, in fact, never
happened) or two slightly different objects, one at study and the other at test. Subjects were
instructed that each category was either identically or similarly repeated, but never both.
Participants had to indicate whether they saw that particular object during run one (button
1) or run two (button 2), meaning they could discern the different objects, or whether they saw
only that object for runs one and two (button 3), meaning they could not explicitly discern the
category exemplars. Responses were used to divide ERPs into two memory groups, identical and
similar, which were compared statistically in the same manner as the main analysis, save for
having one cognitive factor (explicit recall; recalled or not) rather than two (Repetition and
Naming). The analysis was collapsed across Naming and had 14 subjects. If N3 Repetition
results were due simply to participants‟ explicit memory that they had seen the same item twice,
then one would expect a difference between objects endorsed as Identical compared to Similar
from 200-300 ms at frontopolar electrodes, where frontopolar N3 effects were maximal. These
effects were not observed during this time (Figure 18c). While no focal sites showed significance
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from 200-300 ms for the explicit analysis, focal sites 1-2 and 3-4 (Fs > 6.519, ps. < .03) were
significant from 300-400 ms, after peak frontopolar N3 activity was observed, for the onset of an
anterior N400 effect.

Perceptual Similarity
Groups of high and low perceptual similarity exemplars were made by median split of
similarity ratings to investigate whether the relatively small differences in perceptual similarity
would drive repetition effects on the N3 complex. Test trials were re-sorted by perceptual
similarity, high versus low, and compared. Results revealed no significant effects for omnibus or
focal analyses, which is consistent with visual inspection of the waveforms (Figure 20).
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Discussion: Experiment 2
Repetition
Unlike the categorization and recognition version of Experiment 1, repetition effects were
found for different exemplars for Experiment 2 (Figures 16 & 18). As previous work (Schendan
& Kutas, 2002, 2003; Schendan & Maher, 2009) has indicated that this component reflects
reactivation of form knowledge from a PRS, the present study shows that these representations
generalize to different exemplars of a basic level category given sufficient perceptual similarity.
Importantly, control analyses re-sorting ERP trials by participants‟ explicit memory judgment for
whether repeated different exemplars were the same or different (all were actually different)
could not explain these results (Figure 18c).
Frontopolar N3 effects were exclusively on the left (Figure 16). Although this might
seem redolent of work positing an abstract left hemisphere object model selection subsystem for
different exemplars (Koutstaal et al, 2001; Marsolek, 1999; Simons et al., 2003), a similar
laterality pattern was found for same repeated exemplars for the categorization version of
Experiment 1, making it unlikely to reflect such a system. In fact, the only frontal negativity
showing evidence for generalization from Experiment 1, the centrofrontal N3, was slightly
stronger on the right in that experiment.
Effects on the centrofrontal N3 and anterior N400, thought to reflect more conceptual,
but modality-specific, object knowledge (Schendan & Maher, 2009) also showed highly left
lateralized generalization to different exemplars. As was found for the categorization version of
Experiment 1, the parietal N400 showed repetition effects for repeated different exemplars.
Naming
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Greater negativity was found for Different than Same named objects at test on the
centrofrontal N3 and both the parietal and anterior N400 (Figure 17 & 18b). As half of these
objects were repeated, this result is consistent with the idea that repetition facilitates semantic
processes indexed by these components, resulting in attenuation (Schendan & Maher, 2009).
Naming effects also drove greater positivity for same than different items on the LPC, possibly
indicating greater activation of episodic memory or meta-memory processes more engaged for
objects carrying the same subordinate name (Paller & Kutas, 1992).
Naming effects for new items were not found on the P1 component, evidence against the
possibility that low level perceptual differences might be present between the levels of the
naming factor, necessarily composed of different categories. Despite this, visual inspection of
plots shows that naming effects for new objects was present on frontal and parietal negativities,
though these differences did not lead to significant (or even marginal) interactions for any
omnibus or focal analysis. This trend indicates the presence of a pre-existing difference between
same and different named objects (Figure 19d), though naming differences did not coincide in
time with frontopolar N3 repetition effects (Figure 18 a vs. b), having started later for naming.
A potential confound across naming that may account for ERP differences despites
balancing for perceptual similarity, parts, word frequency and typicality is the number of
subordinate members for each basic level category. It would make sense that basic level
categories with a greater number of extant subtypes would have a better chance of being selected
for the different naming condition compared to the same. Following this, basic level categories
with fewer members are more semantically activated by a particular instance of that category
compared to one of many members from a broader category, leading to greater semantic
activation and an attenuated N400.
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Interaction of Repetition and Naming
Repetition and naming did not interact, nor were naming effects found, on the frontopolar
N3 between 200 and 400 ms. This pattern of results is not consistent with semantic
representations being active during selection of form representations, at least as indexed by the
frontopolar N3. Though limited conclusions can be drawn from a negative result, the proposition
that a semantic/form visual subsystem is active during object model selection (Koutstaal et al,
2001; Marsolek, 1999; Simons et al., 2003) predicts interaction between repetition and naming,
but this was not found. That said, differences for same and different repetition may have been
present, but not strong enough to drive significant results.
Although Repetition and Naming did not interact, visual inspection of same versus
different repetition effects (Figure 19) indicates that differences on the parietal N400 were larger
for same than different named items, consistent with work showing the component to reflect
semantic integration made easier for objects carrying the same than different subordinate name.
Frontal components, however, showed the opposite pattern, as effects were bigger for Different
than Same repeated items. (see General Discussion ). Later effects on the LPC were almost
exclusively driven by Same items, consistent with the idea that explicit memory would be more
engaged by Same than Different named repeated objects.
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General Discussion

Form Knowledge
Previous work has characterized the format of objects representations as being invariant
to certain changes in pose or depiction. Behavioral (Hayward & Tarr, 1997; Tarr, Williams,
Hayward & Gauthier, 1998), object sensitive areas with fMRI (Gauthier & Tarr , 2002;
Schendan & Stern, 2007), and frontopolar N3 effects (Schendan & Kutas, 2003) have shown the
same pattern of generalization-plus-cost to different views of objects. Behavioral (Biederman &
Cooper, 1991c), objects sensitive areas with fMRI (Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000, 2001), and
frontopolar N3 effects (Schendan & Kutas, 2007) have shown generalization across local
changes with global shape preserved, such as for contour alteration (Schendan & Kutas, 2007) or
for line drawn versions of objects previously seen as photographs (Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001).
Generalization across mirror reversal and changes in size have been found behaviorally
(Biederman & Cooper, 1991a; Cooper & Biederman , 1992) in object sensitive areas with fMRI
(Kubilius, Dilks, Spelke & Kanwisher 2009; Vuilleumier et al., 2002), and on an early frontal
negativity (Eddy & Holcomb, 2009), possibly related to the frontopolar N3. Experimental
manipulations were depicting different orientations or renditions of the same objects in each of
these studies. Investigations of generalization on markers of object knowledge across different
category exemplars, however, have shown mixed results (discussed below).
The present work extends knowledge about object representations to show
neurophysiological evidence for generalization across basic level category exemplars provided
sufficient perceptual similarity is present (Figures 13 & 16). Importantly, these effects were not
due to the impression that the same items were repeated, as mistaken explicit memory of
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identical repetition (Figure 18) could not account for repetition effects. Accordingly, these
effects show actual novel object categorization, and not simply reactivation of study session
representations that participants could not discern from test session objects. The current
experiments indicate that representations indexed by the frontopolar N3, thought to reflect form
representations in a PRS, do show generalization across similarly shaped category exemplars, but
do not seem to be modulated by semantic manipulations.

Exemplar Generalization
Previous work has not agreed on the role of semantic representation in object model
selection (Chouinard et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2009; Maher, 2008; Vuilleumier et al., 2002). Some
work has implicated a distinct left hemisphere abstract visuo-semantic representational
subsystem to account for novel object categorization (Koutstaal et al, 2001; Marsolek, 1999;
Simons et al., 2003). For studies leaving perceptual similarity of exemplars uncontrolled, some
have found evidence for form generalization (Eddy et al., 2007; Koutstaal et al, 2001; Marsolek,
1999; Simons et al., 2003) while others have not (Chouinard et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2009;
Maher, 2008; Vuilleumier et al., 2002). Work that has maximized perceptual dissimilarity in
attempts to rule out semantic processes influencing object model selection (Chouinard et al.,
2008; Kim et al., 2009) have not found generalization.
The current effort indicates that global shape similarity, left uncontrolled in previous
work, is a likely driver of generalization effects observed (or not) previously, not modality
specific semantic representation in ventral stream or semantic processes influencing object
model selection. This conclusion is reached for two reasons. First, repetition effects were not
found for different category exemplars in Experiment 1 (for either version) until perceptual
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similarity was accounted for (Figure 13), while generalization was found in Experiment 2 for
perceptually similar different exemplars. Second, the contention that the abstraction
underpinning novel categorization is afforded by semantic influences on object model selection
predicts greater repetition effects for same than different named objects, but this trend was not
present (Figure 19), nor did repetition and naming interact for any analysis in Experiment 2.
These interpretations carry important caveats. While results were not consistent with
semantic activation during object categorization, or a designated abstract object model selection
subsystem, these arguments partially rest on null results. Additionally, two different sets of
objects were used for same and different repetition, though the two sets did not differ on the
early perceptual P1 component, indicating that low level perceptual features were not different
between sets. Repetition effect differences between same and different named objects were
present, despite the lack of an interaction (Figure 19).These differences, however, are in the
opposite direction of what would be expected if semantic representations were influencing the
frontopolar N3.

Semantic Knowledge
While evidence from the current experiments does not support the idea of semantic
influence during object model selection being responsible for novel object categorization, the
pattern of dissociations on modality specific components suggests the existence of a separate
modality-specific semantic store for objects. Two components that are known to be modulated
by semantic tasks with objects are the centrofrontal N3 and the anterior N400 (Holcomb &
McPherson, 1994; McPherson & Holcomb, 1999; Shendan & Maher, 2009). Studies have
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indicated dissociations of these components from the frontopolar N3 (Schendan & Maher, 2009)
and evidence here suggests dissociation from the posterior N400 (Figure 7) and from each other
(Figure 14).

Anterior N400
Differences by task and effect pattern between the anterior and posterior N400 potentially
implicate a separate visual semantic subsystem for objects (Figures 7 & 10). The posterior N400
was all but absent for recognition compared to categorization, consistent with categorization
driving greater amodal semantic activation. The anterior N400, however, is unaffected by task,
seeming rather to be modulated across both experiments with the frontopolar N3. Importantly,
the anterior N400 has also been dissociated previously from the frontopolar N3. This work
showed the frontopolar N3 to be more affected by metric rating of shape identification with
impoverished objects, while the anterior N400 was more affected by naming (Schendan &
Maher, 2009).
While anterior N400 modulation was not seen to different exemplars for either the
recognition or categorization versions of Experiment 1, it was modulated by post-hoc analyses of
perceptual similarity for both versions of Experiment 1 and by different exemplars in Experiment
2. This pattern shows that like the frontopolar N3, the anterior N400 shows generalization to
different exemplars given sufficient form similarity. The posterior N400, on the other hand, is
not even specific to a modality (Anderson & Holcomb, 1995; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Eddy,
Schmid, & Holcomb, 2006) much less specific to a particular exemplar.
Given evidence that the anterior N400 seems modality specific for semantic
manipulations with visual stimuli (Holcomb & McPherson, 1994; McPherson & Holcomb, 1999;
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Shendan & Maher, 2009; Hamm, Johnson & Kirk , 2002), but is distinct from the N3 and
posterior N400, it would seem reasonable to posit that it represents an image-based semantic
store consistent with dual coding theory (Paivio, 1990). While this might seem to validate the
proposal of Marsolek (1999) and others (Koutstaal et al, 2001; Simons et al., 2003) of a separate
abstract visual system responsible for novel object categorization, this proposition is not
supported here for the anterior N400. These studies posit a separate abstract categorization
system that generalizes across category exemplars in part by semantic relatedness, allowing
abstraction across large differences in form. The current experiments show no evidence for such
generalization and a very steep generalization gradient corresponding to small changes in
perceptual similarity, making it unlikely to reflect such a system.

Centrofrontal N3
The centrofrontal N3 also indexes some manner of semantic knowledge about objects,
but this representation seems distinct from that of the anterior N400. This component coincides
in time with the frontopolar N3, showing effects ~100 ms earlier than either N400 component
(Figures 7, 16). The centrofrontal N3 was the only frontal negativity that showed generalization
to different exemplars for Experiment 1 (for high typicality items when participants categorized
objects, Figure 14) without controlling for perceptual similarity, dissociating it from the
frontopolar N3.
While the processes indexed by the centrofrontal N3 show a gentler generalization
gradient than other frontal negativities, they did not show the same degree of generalization as
the posterior N400, and were not maximally active during the same time period. This is evidence
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for dissociating the centrofrontal N3 from other frontal negativities and the posterior N400,
though the possibility that these more central electrodes are reflecting a combination of
generators driving anterior vs. posterior effects cannot be ruled out.
Another possibility is that the centrofrontal N3 indexes a stage of object knowledge
activation that reveals a mapping from modality specific form representations as indexed by the
frontopolar N3 to amodal semantic knowledge as indexed by the posterior N400. The
dysfunction of such a mapping can be seen in associative visual agnosia where form and amodal
semantic representation are intact, but semantic knowledge via forms is rendered inaccessible
(Riddoch et al., 2003).
One might expect such a mapping to show some semantics-based generalization across
category exemplars, especially considering the recurrent (Lamme & Roelfsema; 2000; Schendan
& Stern, 2007) connections between higher level conceptual representations and lower level
form representation. One would also expect generalization on the component to show task
dependent effects that covary with those of the posterior N400. If amodal semantic knowledge
indexed by the posterior N400 is activated more by categorization, then recurrent mappings
between form and semantic processes should also show this, which is the case (Figure 14).
This may be the stage observed in exemplar studies that have shown generalization,
possibly reflecting activity in the anterior FG (Koutstaal et al, 2001; Marsolek, 1999; Simons et
al., 2003). While effects were more robust when perceptual similarity is high (Figure 13), smaller
amounts of perceptual similarity may be required to see generalization at this stage, as was seen
in the categorization version of Experiment 1.
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Similarity Gradients and Categorization Systems
Based on the differing generalization gradients between the anterior and posterior N400,
modality-general versus modality-specific category membership would seem to follow different
rules. Differently shaped category exemplars may be put into different form-defined categories
indexed by the anterior N400, with inclusion into the larger conceptual category occurring later
as indexed by the posterior N400. Same shaped category exemplars, on the other hand, would be
considered in the same category for both systems.
For example, dome and A-frame shaped tents would activate overlapping conceptual
representations (posterior N400), but in a visuo-semantic system (anterior N400) they might be
considered different objects altogether. In this system, dome-shaped tents would prime each
other despite small differences, and likewise for A-frame tents. The anterior N400, then, might
index semantic information about the narrower shape-defined category. Continuing with the
current example, this system might discern between an A-frame tent and an A-frame house.
Processes underlying the frontopolar N3 might not discern between the two, being more shape
oriented, though this is still an open question that needs to be answered by future work. While
categorization effects have been found for meaningless stimuli based on purely physical form
(Posner & Keele, 1968; 1970; Rosch & Mervis 1975), the relationship of this work to the
systems being indexed here is not known.
The current experiments cannot speak to the underlying categorization scheme (e.g.,
prototypical, exemplar or some other format) reflected by these processes. However, previous
work has shown effects of category breadth on these underlying schemes, where categories with
more members show evidence for prototypical representation, and categories with fewer
members are more consistent with exemplar representation (Posner & Keele, 1970; Homa &
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Vosburgh, 1976). One might speculate, then, that a visuo-semantic subsystem may represent
objects as exemplars, with more conceptual representations being represented prototypically.
That said, the underlying format could be neither, or all of the anterior negativities might
represent objects in narrow-width prototypicality systems. Going forward, then, category breadth
may be an important factor to consider when investigating the format of object categories.

Later Effects
Repetition effects for different exemplars were found only for Experiment 2, despite
using a direct memory test for Experiment 1. This was the case in Experiment 1 even for
different exemplars for which participants indicated correct memory. While these results seem
to indicate that perceptual similarity, and not explicit memory, might be driving LPC/P600
effects, analyses from Experiment 2 show explicit memory drove LPC/P600 effects more so than
perceptual similarity.
Yet another pattern was found for the different repetition by memory analysis of
Experiment 1 (Figure 12) where the LPC, but not the P600, was modulated by explicit memory
and seeming evaluation of memory match, with greater positivity for repeated different than new
objects and correct than incorrect memory endorsement. These results were not bound to
particular stimuli as the effect was also found for correct rejections.
Perhaps this means that the LPC is comprised of multiple overlapping generators
responding to subjective appraisal of explicit memory (Friedman & Johnson, 2000; Paller &
Kutas, 1992; Rugg et al., 1998) as well as an evaluator of memory match (Schendan & Kutas,
2009), and the specific task and cognitive milieu established by that task drives these systems
disproportionately, leading to seemingly inconsistent results across experiments.
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Future Directions
The current results point future work in specific directions. Semantic manipulations in
Experiment 2 were across subordinate differences, but what about different basic level
categories? If form representations indexed by the frontopolar N3 generalize across form only,
do similarly shaped objects of different categories (e.g., a battery and a barrel) share
representation, as some models (Biederman, 1987) suggest? Results presented here would seem
to predict that they would, but this answer then begs the question of how a battery and a barrel
are deciphered. It is possible that semantic representation is activated very early on (Peterson,
2001), but this activity was below the detection threshold of this experiment. An alternative
account, then, might posit parallel (Humphreys, Price & Riddoch, 1999) form and semantic
subsystems that recurrently (Lamme & Roelfsema; 2000; Schendan & Stern, 2007) and
competitively (Humphreys, Price & Riddoch, 1999; Peterson, 2001) bias each other from early
on until a correct model is reached.
Another possibility is that the N3 does indeed index form specific representations, but
that clues such as ecological size, shown as an organizing principle of object sensitive cortex
(Hasson, Harel, Levy & Malach, 2003) or behavioral affordances with objects (Culham et al.,
2003) might also be intrinsic to form representations, allowing for differentiation between
different classes of like-shaped items. Exemplar experiments using like-shaped objects of
different magnitude, or task differences like imagining grasping an item versus categorizing
category exemplars might yield clues as to what other attributes might contribute to the speed of
the visual system to accurately parse these differences.
Stimuli in Experiment 2 were chosen to maximize global shape and part similarity,
conflating the contribution that each made to object model selection. Accordingly, another area
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to pursue might be manipulating parts vs. global shape differences between exemplars in an
attempt to see their relative influence, possibly using software that can “morph” objects such that
these attributes can be closely controlled.
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Conclusions

The current experiments show that distinct subsystems represent different aspects of
object knowledge. Between approximately 150 and 350 ms, form-specific representations from a
PRS were active and indexed by the frontopolar N3. Evidence for semantic representation at this
stage was not found, though generalization was observed with sufficient perceptual similarity.
Also active during this time were representations reflected by the centrofrontal N3, distinct from
those related to the frontopolar N3, that show generalization that may be semantic in nature. This
generalization might be a separate format of object representation that includes semantic
information, or might be a mapping from early form specific representations to amodal
conceptual knowledge. Between approximately 300 and 500 ms, two types of semantic
representations are active. One, indexed by the anterior N400, seems to represent semantic
information within a narrow form defined category. The other, indexed by the well known
posterior N400, reflects amodal activation of semantic knowledge. Representations active after
500 ms may reflect conscious recollection or a monitoring of memory responses.
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